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INTRODUCTION 
The naive concept of a DW complex is that of a differential space that can 
be built up from cells and whose differential structure is defined in terms of 
differential structures on euclidean unit closed balls. This concept stems from 
an analogue in the category of topological spaces: the so-called CW complex 
(introduced by J .H.C. Whitehead in 1949). See [24]. Roughly speaking, a 
CW complex, as defined in [13], is built up by the successive adjunction 
of cells of dimensions 1,2,3, ... The book by Lundell and Weingram [11] is a 
good reference for an in-depth exposition of CW complexes. Other references 
are Bredon [1], Cooke and Finney [5], Maunder [14], Munkres [17], Rotman 
[18], , , ... The "C" in "CW" stands for "closure finite" and the "W" stands 
for "weak topology". 
We adopted the terminology "DW" because of similarities between DW com-
plexes and CW complexes. The "D" in "DW" refers to the category of dif-
ferential spaces, but "W" means the same type of thing it means in "CW". 
In fact, we will show in the course of our work that the topology of a DW 
complex is a weak topology, determined by the closures of cells. For the same 
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reason, analogues of CW complexes in the category of Frolicher spaces are 
called FW complexes. See [7] or [10] for Frolicher spaces. The category of 
Frolicher spaces is a full subcategory of the category of differential spaces [3]. 
For categories, see [12]. 
This dissertation goes as far as describing DW complexes and their topolo-
gical properties. Our original aim was to set up cellular homology theory 
for DW complexes, but we got caught up along the way by our curiousity 
about the topological properties of DW complexes. This investigation has 
revealed many nice properties that one would expect DW complexes to have 
as analogues of CW complexes. We expanded this inquiry to FW complexes 
as well. 
It is known that CW complexes can be defined in two different equivalent 
ways. But this is not always the case with DW complexes. DW complexes can 
be described in two different equivalent ways provided they are made up of 
. finitely many cells. The intrinsic (or axiomatic) definition of DW complexes 
reads like this. Assume that a differential space (X, F) has a DW complex 
structure. Then the underlying set X is a disjoint union of cells e, and if 
e is the closure of e with respect to the topology induced by the functions 
F, then e is the image of some unit closed ball Dk under a map <I>e and is 
contained in a union of finitely many cells of lesser dimension. The closed 
ball Dk is viewed as a differential subspace of the euclidean differential space 
(IR k, F(1R k)), and the map <I> e, attached to the cell e, is a quotient map. So a 
function f : e -t IR is smooth on e if and only if f 0 <I>e : Dk -t IR is smooth 
on Dk. In this definition, we also want that the differential structure that 
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e inherits as a subset of e be diffeomorphic to the differential structure on 
the interior of Dk. Finally, a function f : X ~ ~ is in F if and only if 
fie: e ~ ~ is smooth for every e E E . 
FW complexes are defined pretty much like DW complexes. The only dif-
ference is that balls and cells are regarded as Frolicher spaces. But the fact 
that on one hand balls have, as Frolicher spaces, the same functions that 
they have as differential spaces and on the other hand quotients in Frolicher 
spaces are the same as quotients in differential spaces leads to the result that 
underlying differential spaces of FW complexes are DW complexes and every 
Frolicher space whose associated differential space is a DW complex is a FW 
complex . 
From now onward, by underlying space of a differential space we mean the 
under lying topological space. Likewise, underlying space of a Frolicher space . 
means the actual underlying topological space of the Frolicher space at hand. 
As for the alternative description of DW complexes, we introduce the notion 
of handiness of a differ ntial space. More precisely, a handy differential space 
is a differential space having the property that given any open covering there 
is a smooth partition of unity subordinate to that covering. Finite DW 
complexes can be described as adjunctions of differential spaces. Given an 
adjunction X UJ Y of differential spaces, for which f : A ~ Y is smooth, we 
will assume that X is a handy differential space and A is a non-empty closed 
subspace of X. In some instances, we will need X to be a handy Hausdorff 
differential space, Y a Hausdorff space and A a compact and closed subset 
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of X. In such instances, the underlying space of X Uj Y is an adjunction of 
X and Y in topological spaces. This result is pivotal when showing in an 
alternative way that the underlying space of a finite DW complex is a CW 
complex. 
A survey of the contents now follows. 
Chapter 1 deals with the intrinsic definition of DW complexes. 
Section 1.1 recalls the notion of CW complexes. We prove that every CW 
complex in the sense of Rotman is a CW complex in the sense of Fomenko, 
and every Hausdorff CW complex in the sense of Fomenko is a CW complex 
in the sense of Rotman. Because of this result, we feel that it is not necessary 
to define on one side DW complexes a la Rotman and on another side DW 
complexes a la ~:;Omenko. 
We then expound on coproducts of differential spaces, showing at one stage 
that the underlying topology of a coproduct of differential spaces is a cop-
roduct of underlying topological spaces. 
Section 1.1 closes with quotient maps in the category of differential spaces. 
Many results fOf quotient maps in the category of topological spaces hold as 
well for quotient maps in differential spaces. 
Section 1.2 is the main part of our thesis. This is where we define DW 
complexes and study their topologies. The main result of this section is 
that the underlying space of a DW complex is a CW complex. This result 
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has 'many implications. The situation with regard to quotients is rather 
more complicated, because in general, given a DW complex X and Y a 
subcomplex, if v : X -+ XjY is the quotient map in differential spaces, the 
subspace X - Y is not always diffeomorphic to the subspace XjY - {*}, 
where * = v(Y). However, if X is assumed ~o be a handy DW complex and 
whose topology is regular and Y is taken to be a compact subcomplex, then 
one gets X - Y diffeomorphic to XjY - {*}. And under the above-mentioned 
assumptions, the fact that X - Y is isomorphic to XjY - {*} clears the way 
to proving that XjY is a DW complex. We appeal to this result later in 
Chapter 2 when we prove that the underlying space of a FW complex is a 
DW complex. 
Chapter 2 consists of the alternative definition of a DW complex. Unlike 
CW complexes, only finite DW complexes, meaning DW complexes having 
a finite number of cells, can be described directly in terms of attaching cells. 
Section 2.1 shows how to construct a DW complex from its cells. We start 
by defining the notion of adjunction of two differential spaces. Given an 
adjunction X Uf Y of differential spaces X and Y; since it is a quotient space, 
it is therefore unique up to an isomorphism. The most important problem 
treated here is that, given a handy differential space X whose topology is 
Hausdorff and A a compact closed subspace of X, if f : A -+ Y carries A 
smoothly into a Hausdorff differential space Y, then the adjunction X U f Y, 
taken in differential spaces, acquires the quotient topology from X U Y. We 
then examine the particular case whereby X is a coproduct of finitely many 
unit balls, taken in differential spaces, and A is the coproduct of boundaries 
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of balls and Y is a DW complex. Since X is finite, it follows that A is a 
compact closed subset of X. 
In section 2.2, we explore the class of FW complexes. Theorem 2.1 [4] is 
needed to show that every closed ball has, as a differential space, the same 
functions that it has as a Frolicher space. This result, in turn, is instrumental 
when it is necessary to show that, given a Frolicher space (X, F, C), if (X, F) 
is a DW complex, then (X, F, C) is a FW complex. On another side, if 
(X, F, C) is a FW complex, then (X, F) is a DW complex. 
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Chapter 1 
DIFFERENTIAL CW 
COMPLEXES 
1.1 Preliminaries 
This section recalls the notion of CW complex as generally defined in algeb-
raic topology, and construction of coproducts in the category of differential 
spaces . One might like to define CW complexes as in [18] or as in [6], but 
we show that these two definitions are equivalent. 
Definition [18] A CW complex in the sense of Rotman is a triple (X, E, <I>), 
where X is a Hausdorff space, E is a family of disjoint subspaces of X, and 
<I> = {<I>e : e E E} is a family of maps satisfying the following conditions: 
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(lRj X = U{e: e E E}; 
(2R) If Dk is the unit k-dimensional closed ball ( the boundary of Dk is the 
unit (k - I)-dimensional sphere Sk-l), and if X(k) is the union of all 
cells in X of dimension ~ k then the map 
is a relative homeomorphism, meaning that <I>e : Dk -+ e U X(k-l) is 
a continuous map and its restriction <I>e IDLSk-l carries the open ball 
Dk - Sk-l homeomorphically onto e; 
(3R) If e E E, then its closure e is contained in a finite union of cells in E; 
(4R) X has the weak topology determined by the collection {e : e E E}, 
that is a subset A of X is closed if and only if A n e is closed in e for 
all e E E. 
The maps <I>e are called the characteristic maps for the CW complex X, and 
the subspaces e E E are the k-cells of X. If the subspace e of X is a k-cell, 
then one has a homeomorphism <I>elDk : Dk -+ e. ( "Dk" stands for interior 
of the uni t closed ball Dk.) 
The subspace X(k), k ~ 0, defined in axiom (2R) is called the k-skeleton of 
X. It is a CW complex on its own right. See Example 8.21 in [18]. 
As a precursor to the differential case, it shall be proved that the notion 
of CW complex in the sense of Rotman is the same as that in the sense of 
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Fomenko, provided the topological space in Fomenko's definition is Hausdorff. 
~ow, let us define the notion of CVV complex according to Fomenko [6J. 
Definition A topological space X is a CvV complex in the sense of Fomenko 
if 
(IF) X = U{e : e E E}, where as above E is a family of pairwise disjoint 
su bsets of X, called cells; 
(2F) For each k-cell e , there is a continuous map We : Dk -+ X of the 
closed k-dimensional ball Dk into the space X such that WelDk is a 
homeomorphism onto the cell e; 
(3F) For each cell e of X, the subset oe := e - e is contained in a finite union 
of cells of lesser dimensions; 
(4F) If e is a k-cell in X, a subset VV c X is closed if and only if the pullback 
W;l(W) c Dk is closed in Dk . 
In the context of Fomenko , by characteristic maps we mean maps We. We 
will call oe the boundary of the cell e, a terminology borrowed from [6], [13] 
Note that De need not coincide with the boundary of e in the sense of point 
set topology. 
The following lemma shows how characteristic maps cJ? e and We relate. 
Lemma 1.1.1 If (X, E) is a CW complex both in the sense of Rotman 
and in the sense of Fomenko, where the characteristic maps are given by sets 
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<P = ' {<Pe: e E E} and W = {We: e E E} for the Rotman structure and 
Fomenko structure respectively, then for each k-cell e E E, one has 
Proof. For ~he equation <pe(Dk) = e, one may refer to [18] . The same 
argument holds for the equationWe(Dk) = e. Indeed, since Dk = Dk - Sk-l 
and We is continous, one has 
On the other hand, the image We(Dk) is compact and since X is Hausdorff, 
We(Dk) is a closed subset of X. But e = We(b k) C We(Dk), therefore 
e C We(Dk) = We(Dk). 0 
Lemma 1.1.2 Every CW complex in the sense of Rotman is a CW complex 
in the sense of Fomenko . 
Proof. Let (X , E, <P) be a CW complex in the sense of Rotman. We claim 
that (E, <P) defines a Fomenko CW structure on the space X. 
Let us verify the Fomenko axioms. 
That (1 F) and (2F) hold is immediate. To get (3F), suppose e E E is a 
k-cell. By axiom (2R), <pe(Sk-l) C X(k-l); since X(k-l) and e are disjoint, 
it follows that I>e(Sk-l) n e = 0. Moreover, as <Pe(Dk - Sk-l) = e one has 
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cJ>e(Dk) = eUcJ>e(Sk-l), a disjoint union. But cJ>e(Dk) = e by Lemma 1 above, 
therefore 8e = <I>e(Sk-l) c X(k-l). Thus the boundary 8e cannot contain 
cells of dimension ~ k . On account of (3R), e is contained in a finite union 
of cells of E. Thus, oe is contained in a finite union of cells of dimension 
:::; k - 1, and hence (3F) holds. 
Finally, let W be a closed subset of X for the weak topology generated by the 
collection {e: e E E} . For all e E E, wne is closed in e. Suppose that e is a 
cell of dimension k. As cJ>e is continuous, then cJ>;1 (W) = cJ>;1 (Wne) is closed 
in Dk. Conversely, assume that W is a subset of X such that cJ>;1 (W n e) is a 
closed set for each cell e. If k( e) indicates the dimension of a cell e of X, let 
<p : UeEEDk(e) --t X be the map <p = UecJ>e; one can prove, see [18], that <p is 
anidentification. Thus, for each e E E, cJ>e is anidentification. It follows that 
if cJ>;l(W n e) is closedin Dk then W n e is a closed subset of e; thereforeW 
is a closed subset of X. o 
Conversely, we have 
Lemma 1.1.3 A Hausdorff CW complex in the sense of Fomenko can be 
viewed as a CW complex in the sense of Rotman. 
Proof. Let (X, E, 'l1) be a Hausdorff CW complex in the sense of Fomenko. 
It is easy matter to show that (IR) and (3R) hold. 
As for each k-cell e, 'l1e(Dk) = e, and oe C X(k-l) by aXIOm (3F); it 
follows that 'l1e(Dk) C e U X(k-l). Now, let x E Sk-l. Then there is a 
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sequence (Xn)nEfl in Dk - Sk-l that converges to x. Since for each cell 
e, We is continuous, it is clear that (We(xn))nOl is a set of points in the 
cell e converging to the point We ( x) E e. Suppose that We ( x) tt. Be; thus 
We(x) E e. Since WeIDk_Sk-l is a homeomorphism onto e, the sequence 
(xn) converges to a point y E Dk - Sk-l. But Dk is Hausdorff, therefore 
x = y; and thus x tt. Sk-l. This contradiction implies that We (X ) E Be, 
and hence We(Sk-l) C Be. Moreover, since Be c X(k-l), it follows that 
We(Sk-l) C X(k-l). We gather from the preceding argument that the map 
is a relative homeomorphism; hence (2R) holds. 
Finally, we need to show that if V is a closed subset of X according to (4F), 
then V is a closed set for the weak topology determined by the collection 
{e : e E E}. First note that for each cell e, V n e = We(W;l(V n e)). But 
Dk is compact; 3ince (4F) says that W;l(V n e) = W;l(V) is closed in Dk , 
it follows that W;l (V n e) is compact. Thus, V n e is compact in e; and as a 
subset of a Hausdorff space, V n e must be closed in e. D 
It follows from Lemmas 1.1.2 and 1.1.3 above that: 
1. In the category of Hausdorff spaces, the Rotman CW complex structure 
is the same as the Fomenko CW complex structure. Thus, in Hausdorff 
spaces, one need not specify whether a CW complex is Rotman or 
Fomenko. 
2. The topology of a CW complex is equivalently described by either (4R) 
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· or (4F). 
Our next goal is to introduce analogues of CW complexes in the category of 
differential spaces. We shall call them differential CW complexes or, simply, 
DW complexes. But first, we define the notion of differential space and en 
passant present some useful results on coproducts of differential spaces. As 
references for differential spaces, see [22], [23] . 
Definition Let X be any set, F be a set of real-valued functions on X, and 
T be the weakest topology on X for which all functions in F are continuous. 
The pair (X, F) is called a differential space if and only if: 
(i) any function 9 : X -+ IR such that for any point p E X there exists an 
open neighbourhood U E T of p such that glu = Ilu for some I E F 
is also in F. 
(ii) given II, ... ,In E F, if w : IRn -+ IR is a smooth real-valued function 
defined on IRn then w 0 (iI, ... ,In) E F. 
We shall say that F is closed with respect to localization provided axiom (i) 
is fulfilled, and F is closed with respect to composition with smooth functions 
provided axiom (ii) is satisfied. 
If (X, F) is a differential space, the family F is called a differential (or 
smooth) structure; any function I of F is called a differential (or smooth) 
map. For any two differential spaces (X, F) and (Y, 9), a mapping I : X -+ Y 
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is called a smooth map if 0:' 0 f E F for all 0:' E g. Differential spaces and 
smooth maps constitute a category. We shall denote it by VIFF as in [3J. 
Lemma 1.1.4 Let X be any set, let Fo be a family of real-valued functions 
on X and let To be the initial topology induced by the functions of Fo on X .. 
Then the family F of functions f : X --t JR such that if f E F then, given 
any point p EX, there are functions f1' ... ,fn E Fo, w E coo(JRn) and an 
open neighbourhood U E To of p such that 
flu = w 0 (II,'" ,fn)lu 
is the smallest differential structure, containing Fo, on X. 
Proof. If T is the topology induced by the functions in F, it is easy to see 
that T = To. 
The family F is closed with respect to localization. Indeed, let 9 : X --t JR be 
a function such t hat for any point p there exists a function f E F such that 
glu = flu, where U is an open neighbourhood of p. Since f is a function 
in F, then by hypothesis one can find an open neighbourhood V of p and 
functions f1' ... ,fn E Fo such that flv = w 0 (II, ... ,fn) Iv for some smooth 
w E COO (lRn). But Un V is an open neighbourhood of p, and one has 
91unv = w 0 (II,'" ,fn)lunv, 
Thus, 9 E F and hence F is closed with respect to localization. 
The next axiom requires that compositions with smooth functions w E coo(lRn) 
be also functions of F. So consider 91, ... ,9n E F and w E coo(JRn). By 
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hypothesis, for every point p EX, there exist open neighbourhoods Ui of p, 
i = 1, ... , n, such that gilui = Wi 0 (h, .. · , fim), where fi l ,··· , fim E Fa 
and Wi E COO (JRim ). It follows that 
W 0 (gl,'" ,gn)lni:lui = 
WO(WI, ... ,Wn)(fIl"" ,fIm,··· ,fnl"" ,fnm)ln:':lui . 
Since fll' .. . , fnm E Fa and W 0 (WI,' .. ,Wn) E cOO(JR1), where l = 2:7=1 i m , 
it follows that W 0 (gl, ... , gn) E F. 
Now suppose that there exists another differential structure 9 such that 
Fa c g. Let f E F, and p be any point of X. By hypothesis, for some 
fI, ... ,fn E Fa, W E coo(JRn), one has flu = W 0 (fI, ... , fn) Iu where U is 
an open neighbourhood of p. Since 9 is a differential structure and Fa C g, 
the function W 0 (fI, . .. , fn) belongs to g. Thus f E 9 and hence F C g. 0 
The family Fa is said to generate the differential structure F. We denote by 
genx(Fo) or simply by gen(Fo) the differential structure generated by the 
set Fa of real-valued functions on X. 
Lemma 1.1.5 Let (X, F) a differential space} and let (Y, g) be another 
differential space whose differential structure 9 is the structure generated by 
some family H C IR.Y . A function 'P : (X, F) -t (Y, g) is smooth if and only 
if f 0 'P E F for ~ach f E H. 
Proof. Suppose that 'P is smooth. Since H C g, it follows that f 0 'P E F 
for each f E H. 
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Now suppose that f 0 r.p E F for each f E 1i. Let g E 9. If p is a point 
in Y , then there exist n functions fl,'" ,fn E 1i and a smooth function 
w : IRn ----t IR such that 
for some open neighbourhood U of p. Since the underlying topology of 9 is 
the topology induced by the functions of 1i, one can choose h E 1i and an 
open subset WeIR such that p E h-1(W) c u. So, on h-1(W), one also 
has 
glh- 1 (W) = w 0 (fl,'" ,fn)lh-1 (w), 
But h 0 r.p E F, therefore (h 0 r.ptl(W) is an open neighbourhood of any 
u E X such that p = r.p(u). And moreover, we have 
Since fi 0 r.p E F, for each i = 1, ... ,n, and since W 0 (II 0 r.p, ... ,fn 0 r.p) E F, 
. it follows that gor.p is locally smooth. Thus gor.p E F, and hence rp is smooth. 
o 
Definition [22] Let (X, F) and (Y,9) be differential spaces. A function 
rp : (X, F) ----t (Y,9) is called a diffeomorphism if the set map r.p : X ----t Y is 
a bijection and if r.p and r.p-l are both smooth. 
Lemma 1.1.6 Let r.p : (X, F) ----t (Y,9) be a diffeomorphism of differential 
spaces) let (A,FA) be a subspace of (X,F) and let (B,9B) be a subspace of 
(Y,9), where B = rp(A). Then rplA: (A,FA) ----t (B,9B) is a diffeomorphism. 
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Proof. Let f E 9B be such that f = hlB, where h E 9. Then 
By virtue of Lemma 1.1.5, it follows that <pIA is smooth. 
Now let k E FA be such that k = [lA, with [ E F. Since <P is a bijection, then 
Thus, 
Hence, by Lemma 1.1.5, (<pIAt1 is smooth, and the proof is finished. [] 
Lemma 1.1. 7 Let (X, F) be a differential space} and let p be any point 
in X. If U is an open neighbourhood of p} then there exists a nonnegative 
function h E F such that p E h- 1 (0, (0) c U. 
Proof. The hypothesis that U is an open neighbourhood p ensures that 
there exists a function f E F such that p E j-1 ( a, b) c U, where ( a, b) is 
an open interval. Now suppose that a : IR -t [0,(0) is a smooth function 
such that f(p) E a- 1(0,00) C (a,b). As F is closed under composition with 
smooth functions, it follows that a 0 f E F; thus setting h = a 0 f, one 
obtains a nonnegative function h E F such that p E h- 1 (0,00) c U. [] 
Definition Let {(Xj,Fj)1 j E J} be a family of differential spaces, let X 
be an arbitrary set and let {f; : X -t Xj I j E J} be a family of functions. 
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A differential structure F on X is said to be induced on X from differential 
spaces {( X j , F j I j E J} if 
F = gen({aj 0 fJl aj E Fj, j E J}). 
Analogously, a differential structure 9 is said to be coinduced on a set Y from 
the family {(X j , Fj) I j E J} of differential spaces by a family of functions 
{gj : Xj --+ YI j E J} if 
9 = {a E ~YI a 0 gj E F j , j E J}. 
We show in Lemma 1.2.1 that coinduced structures exist. One may refer 
to [15J for induced structures. In categorical terms, induced structures are 
called initial structures and coinduced structures are called final structures. 
We borrowed the term "coinduced" from Mulatrzynski. See [16] 
We will adopt the following notation. Suppose that for each j E J, Xj is 
a differential space. If F is a structure induced by functions {fJ : X --+ 
Xj I j E J} then F will be denoted by ind( {fJ : j E J}). However if 9 is a 
structure coinduced by functions {gj : Xj --+ XI j E J}, 9 will be denoted by 
coind( {gj: j E J}). An induced differential structure of particular interest 
is the subspace differential structure. Let A be a subset of X, where (X, F) 
is a differential space. The differential structure induced by l,A : A --+ X, 
l,A (x) = x for all x E A, is called a subspace differential structure. We 
denote by FA the subspace structure. Thus, FA = gen( {fIA; f E F}). The 
pair (A, FA) is called a differential subspace of (X, F). 
Lemma 1.1.8 Let {(Xj,Fj);j E J} be a family of differential spaces, let 
X = UjEJXj be a disjoint union of underlying sets Xj, and let F c ~x be 
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such that if f E ~, then fix] E Fj for each j E J. Then, F is a differential 
structure on X. 
The pair (X,F) is called a coproduct of the family {(Xj, Fj)lj E J}. 
Proof. Let ~x] : Xj --t X be the inclusion of Xj into X. It is easy to see 
that F = coind( {~x] : j E J}) and thus F is a differential structure on X. 
Now, let fj: (Xj,Fj ) --t (Y,Q) be a map of differential spaces and 
a commutative diagram with h(x) = fj(x) for x E Xj. As h is uniquely 
defined in sets, so is it unique in differential spaces. Furthermore, h is smooth 
because for each g E Q one has go hlx] = go fj E F j . o 
Lemma 1.1.9 Let {(Xj,Fj)1 j E J} be differential spaces, and let (X,F) 
be their coproduct. 1fT ( resp., 0) is the underlying topology of F ( resp., 
F j ), then a subset V of Xj is 0-open if and only if V = Tn Xj for some 
T E T. In other words, if TXj is the topology induced from T on X j , j E J, 
thenTx] =0' 
Proof. Let T be an open set for the topology T. Then for each point 
pET, there exists a map fp E F such that p E f;l(O,oo) c T. Thus, 
T = UpET f;l (0,00). Since 
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it follows that Tn Xj E G. Hence, for every j E J, TJfj C G· 
Conversely, let V E G, where j is fixed in J. Then for any point q E V, 
there exists a function f E F j such that q E f- 1 (0,00) C V. Next, define 
9 : X -+ IR by setting 
It is easy to see that 
g(x) = { ~(x) for x E Xj 
for x ~ Xj. 
{ 
f for k = j 
glXk = 
° for k =f. j. 
So, 9 E F and g-I(O, 00) = f- 1(0,00). Then q E g-I(O,OO) C V; thus V is 
an open subset of X for the topology T . Wherefore, G C Tx] for each j E J. 
o 
Corollary 1.1.1 Let {( X j , F j ); j E J} be a family of differential spaces and 
lel X = UjElXj ( disjoint union). If F is the coproduct structure on X 
coinduced by {(Xj,Fj);j E J}J then the F-induced topologyT is the weakest 
topology on X determined by {(Xj, G);j E J}J where G is the underlying 
topology of Fj J for each j E J. 
Proof. It is evident that for each subset T eX, T E T if and only if 
Tn Xj E G for each j E J. o 
Lemma 1.1.10 If (X, F) is a coproduct of differential spaces 
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{(XJ' Fj);j E J} and ift-xj is the inclusion Xj --T X, then 
where Fx) = ind( {LXJ). 
Proof. Let f E F x). There exists an open covering U of X (with respect to 
the underlying topology of F) such that, for each U E U, fiunxj = gu iunx) 
for some gu E F. By Lemma 1.1.9, U n Xj E Tj for each U E U; since 
guix) E Fj, it follows that f E Fj. Hence Fx) C Fj. On the other side, let 
h E Fj and let ku : X --T 1R, where U E U, be defined by 
{ 
h(x) forxEXj 
ku(x) = . 
o for x E XI, I =J. j 
Since hiunx) = kul unx); so h E Fx] and hence Fj C FXj' o 
Lemma 1.1.11 Let {(Xj,Fj);j E J} be a collection of differential spaces, 
and let (X, F) be their coproduct space. Then the underlying topological space 
(X, T) of the differential space (X, F) is the topological coproduct of the fam-
ily {(Xj, Tj); j E J}, where for each j, Tj denotes the topology induced by F j 
on Xj' 
Proof. Let T' denote the coproduct topology of topological spaces 
{(Xj, Tj);j E J}. Since F is a coproduct structure, then if f E F and U is 
an open subset of 1R, one has f-l(U) nXj = UlxJ- 1(U) E Tj for each j E J. 
Therefore, f-1(U) E T', and hence 7 C 7'. 
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Now, take V E 7'. For each j E J, V n Xj E T;. Fix j E J; for any point 
p E V n Xj there is a function f E Fj such that f- 1 (0,00) c V n X j . Define 
q : X ---7 IR by 
q{x) = { ~(X) 
Clearly, 
for x E Xj 
for x ~ Xj. 
Therefore q E F, and q-l(O,oo) = f-1(O,oo). Since j is arbitrary, V E 7; 
and hence 7' c 7. o 
Lemma 1.1.12 A differential space (X,F) is Hausdorff if it satisfies any 
of the following equivalent conditions: 
(1) For all x, y E X, there exits a function f E F such that f(x) -:f f(y) if 
x -:f y. 
(2) The F-induced topology is Hausdorff. 
Proof. (I):::;' (2). Assume (1) and choose nonintersecting neighbourhoods 
U and V of f(x) and f(y) respectively. Subsets f-l(U) and f-l(V) are 
disjoint open neighbourhoods of x and y respectively. Thus, the F-topology 
is Hausdorff. 
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(2) ::::} (1). Suppose there exit x #- y in X such that f(x) = f(y) for all 
f E F. Since the F-topology is Hausdorff, choose neighbourhoods A and B, 
of x and y respectively, that are disjoint. There exist open neighbourhoods 
T and S, of f(x) and f(y) respectively, such that 
x E f-I(T) C A .1.nd y E f-I(S) c B . But, f(x) = f(y), therefore 
{x, y} C f- I (T) n f- I (S), and so An B #- 0: a contradiction to the assump-
tion that A n B = 0. 0 
A differential space satisfying any of the above equivalent conditions is called 
a Hausdorff differential space. 
We sould like to define quotient maps and quotient spaces in the category 
DIFF of differential spaces, which are necessary tools that we shall need 
later on in connection with adjunction sp ces of differential spaces. We 
should also adapt Theorem 1.8 in [18] to the context of differential spaces. 
A corollary of Theorem 1.8 is used in [18] to show that the adjunction space 
of two topological spaces is unique up to a homeomorphism. A similar result 
holds in DIFF for we shall prove that the adjunction of two differential 
spaces is unique up to a diffeomorphism. 
Definition Let X and Y be differential spaces. A smooth surjection q : X -t 
Y is called a quotient map provided, given a real-valued function f : Y -t iR, 
then f is smooth on Y if and only if its pull-back f 0 q is smooth on X. 
Lemma 1.1.13 Let X, Y, Z be differential spaces, and let q : X -t Y be a 
quotient map. Then every set map <I> : Y -t Z such that <I> 0 q : X -t Z is 
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smooth is a smooth map. 
Proof. Let F(X), F(Y) and F(Z) be collections of structure functions on 
X, Y and Z respectively. Let h E F(Z). Then h 0 ~ 0 q E F(X). Since q is 
a quotient, it follows that h 0 <I> E F(Y). Thus, <I> is smooth. 0 
Definition Let (X, F) be a differential space and let X* = {Xi: i E I} 
be a parti tion of the set X. Let 7r : X --t X* be a set map defined by 
7r(x) = Xi, where Xi is the unique subset of X in the partition X* containing 
x. The quotient differential structure 7r*(F) on X* is the coinduced structure 
corresponding to 7r, that is the collection of all real-valued functions f : X· --t 
IR such that f 0 7r : X --t IR is smooth on X. The pair (X·, 7r* (F)) is called 
the quotient space of (X, F) determined by the natural map 7r. 
Theorem 1.1.1 Let X, Y be differential spaces and let q : X --t Y be 
a smooth surjective map. Then q is a quotient map if and only if, for all 
differential spaces Z, and all functions 9 : Y --t Z, one has 9 smooth if and 
only if go q is smooth. 
goq 
X ~ Z. 
~/. 
Y 
Proof. Assume q is a quotient map. If 9 is smooth, then 9 0 q is smooth. 
Conversely, let go q be smooth and let h : Z --t IR be a smooth map on Z. 
Then hog 0 q : X --t IR is smooth; since q is a quotient map, it follows that 
hog: Y --t IR is smooth. Hence 9 is smooth. 
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Now assume that it is true that for all differential spaces Z, and all functions 
9 : Y ---+ Z, one has 9 smooth if and only if 9 0 q is smooth. We want 
to show that this condition implies that q is a quotient map. Let Kerq 
be the equivalence relation on X, defined by x '" x' if q( x) = q( x'). See 
[18] . Let X/ Kerq denote the quotient set of X by Kerq. It is clear that 
X/Kerq is a partition of X. Let us use X/Kerq for the corresponding quotient 
differential space. We apologize for abuse of notation. Let Z = X / Kerq and 
let 1/ : X ---+ X / Kerq be the natural map. First note that there is an injection 
<.p : X/ Kerq ---+ Y defined by <.p([x]) = q(x). But since q is surjective, it follows 
that <.p is also surjective. Consider the commutative diagram 
Since <.p-l 0 q = LJ is smooth, it follows , by hypothesis , that <.p-l is smooth. 
Moreover, since LJ is a quotient and <.p 0 LJ = q is a smooth function, it follows 
that <.p is smooth. Thus, <.p is a diffeomorphism, and hence q is a quotient 
map . o 
Corollary 1.1.2 Let q : X ---+ Y be a quotient map of differential spaces 
and, for some differential space Z, let h : X ---+ Z be a smooth map that is 
constant on every q-l (y) I where y E Y. Then h 0 q-l : y ---+ Z is smooth. 
Proof. That h is constant on each q-l(y), where y E Y, implies that 
h 0 q-l : Y ---+ Z is a well defined function; h 0 q-l IS smooth because 
(h 0 q-l) 0 q = h is smooth, and Theorem 1.1.1 applies. 0 
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Corollary 1.1. 3 Let X and Z be differential spaces} and let h : X ---i Z be 
a quotient map. Then the map <p : XI J(erh ---i Z} defined by [x] 1-----7 h(x), is a 
diffeomorphism . 
Proof. That <p : XIKerh ---i Z is a bijection is clear. Clearly, <p is smooth by 
Corollary 1.1.2. Let 1/ : X ---i XIKerh be the natural map x 1-----7 [xl. Since his 
a quotient map and 1/ is smooth, Theorem 1.1.1 implies that <p-l is smooth. 
o 
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1.2 DW complexes 
DW complexes are analogues of CW complexes in the category of differential 
spaces. More precisely, a DW complex is a differential space made up of 
"cells", each of which is diffeomorphic to the interior of an euclidean unit 
ball; so each cell is viewed as a copy of an open ball, and it is said to have 
the dimension of the open ball. Cells are not allowed to overlap, they are 
rather attached in a systematic way. However, there are some difficulties 
with the way which they are attached across boundaries, to which we must 
attend. 
Underlying spaces of CW complexes are assumed to be Hausdorff, likewise 
underlying spaces of DW complexes are required to be Hausdorff. 
Throughout this section, Dk will denote the unit k-ball, equipped with the 
differential structure F(Dk) := F(JRk)Dk induced by the inclusion 
(F(JRk) is the usual differential structure of JRk). Let us begin with 
Lemma 1.2.1 Let {(Xi, Fi); i E I} be a collection of differential spaces and, 
for each i E I, let fi : Xi ---+ Y be a set function. Then 
f,*(Fd = {g E JR Y : go fi E Fi for each i E I} 
is a differential structure on Y; it is called the coinduced structure relative to 
the family {fi : (Xi,Fi) ---+ Y}iEl' 
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Proof. Let h : Y -7 lR be such that for every p E Y there is an open 
neighbourhood Up of p in the topology underlying It(Fi ) such that hlup = 
9plup for some 9p E It(Fi). Since li(Ji-I(Up)) = Up n li(Xi), it follows that 
h 0 J; If j-l (Up) = 9p 0 lilfj-l(Up)' But {li-I(Up) : p E Y} is an open covering of 
Xi and 9p 0 Ii E Fi, therefore h 0 Ii E Fi. Thus h E It (:F;). This property 
means that It (Fi) is closed with respect to localization. 
Now we show that ft(Fd is closed with respect to composition with smooth 
functions w E C=(lRn , lR). Let 91, . . . ,9n E It(Fi) and w E C=(lRn , lR). 
Clearly, one has .;')0(91, ... ,9n) 0 Ii = WO (91 0 Ii, ... ,9n 0 Ii). Since 9j 0 Ii E Fi 
for every j = 1, ... ,n, it follows that W 0 (91 0 Ii, ... ,9n 0 Ii) E Fi. Thus 
o 
For the time being let us assume that we know what a DW complex is. 
Definition A k-cell ek (or simply e) of a DW complex (X, F) is a subset of 
X, diffeomorphic to the interior of a closed ball Dk via a smooth mapping 
<I>" : Dk -7 X. The map <I>" may identify points of Sk-I. 
If e# := <I>,,(Dk ), then e C e#. We will denote by F(e#) the differential 
structure coinduced by <I>" : Dk -7 e# on e#, and by T( e#) the underlying 
topology of F(e#). 
Definition Let (X, F) be a DW complex with collection of cells E. For 
each k ~ 0, the k-dimensional skeleton X(k) of X is the differential space 
whose underlying set is 
X(k) = U{e E E : dime::; k}, 
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and whose differential structure is the structure coinduced by the inclusions 
Note the abuse of notation: X(k) is used to denote the k-dimensional skeleton 
as well as its underlying set. We will prove later that every skeleton is in fact 
a differential subspace of X. 
Clearly, one gets in the category of sets the ascending sequence X(O) C X(1) C 
X(2) C ... If there exists n E N such that x(n) = X and x(n-l) =f. x(n), 
then X is said to be of dimension n. A DW complex is finite if it has finitely 
many cells. Using the above notions, we can now define: 
Definition A DW complex or differential CW complex is a triple ((X,.1'), E, <1», 
where (X, F) is a Hausdorff differential space, E is a family of cells, and 
<I> = {<I>e : e E E} is a family of smooth maps, called characteristic maps, 
such that 
(ld) X = U{ e : e E E} (di joint union). 
(2d) For each k<ell e E E, the smooth map <l>e : (Dk, .1'(Dk)) -t (e#, .1'( e#)) 
is a quotient and carries the subspace (bk ,.1'( Dk) Dk) diffeomm-phically 
onto (e,.1'(e)), where .1'(e) is the structure induced by the inclusion 
e -t (e#,.1'(e#)). 
(3d) If e E E is a k-cell, the subset e# C X is contained in a finite union of 
some cells, in E, of dimension:::; k. 
(4d) The differential structure .1' is the coinduced structure corresponding 
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· to the inclusions (e#, F( e#)) --1 X. 
Conditions (2d) and (3d) imply that, gIven a k-cell e, the characteristic 
map cf>e carries Sk-I into the k - 1 skeleton . More precisely, Sk-l meets 
finitely many cells, each of which has dimension less than k. Therefore e# C 
e U X(k-l). The underlying differential space X is called a DW space, and 
(E, cf» is called a DW decomposition of X. When there is fear of confusion 
about cells and chararcteristic maps of a DW complex X, we will adopt this 
rather more precise notation: e~ is the a-th n-dimensional cell of X, and its 
corresponding characteristic map is denoted cf>~. Also we may want to assign 
to each n ~ 0 a set An indexing all the n-dimensional cells of X, so if e~ is 
an n-cell then a E An. 
Lemma 1.2.2 Let X be a DW complex, let e be a k-dimensional cell in X 
and let h : Dk --1 ~ be a smooth map on Dk. If hlsk-l = f 0 cf>eISk-1 for some 
smooth map f : X(k-l) --1 ~ then there is a unique smooth map 9 : e# --1 ~ 
such that the diagram 
~ 
Y1 9 Dk~e# 
commutes and glae# = flae#, where 8e# = cf>e(Sk-I). 
Proof. The reason is simply because the characteristic map cf>e is a quotient 
and is one-to-one on the interior of Dk. In fact, take 9 : e# --1 ~ as follows 
g(x) = { 
f(x) for x E 8e# 
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As oe# n e = 0, 9 is well defined and it is clear that (9 0 <I> e) (x) = h(x) for 
all x E Dk. Thus, as <I>e is a quotient, 9 is smooth on e#. o 
Lemma 1.2.3 Let X be a DW complex, let D = UoEAn Un~O D~, where An 
is the set indexing all the n-cells of X, be the coproduct of differential spaces 
D~, and let q : D -+ X be the map q = U aEAn <I>~. ThenX has the structure 
n~O 
coinduced by the map q . 
Proof. By axiom (4d),if F is the differential structure of X, then 
F = {f E IR. x : fle# E F(e#), for every e E E}. 
Now, if D is the structure coinduced on D by the inclusionsD~ -+ D, one 
has 
D = {f E IR.D : flD;: E F(D~)}. 
On the other hand, suppose 
9 = {f E IR. x : f 0 qED}. 
Of course, 9is the differential structure on X coinduced by the map q. As 
asserted above, f E 9 if and only if f 0 qED, which in turn istrue if and 
only if f 0 qlD;: = f le# 0 <I>~ E F(D~) for each e~.But fle# 0 <I>~ E F(D~) if 
and only if fle# E F( e#), which is equivalent to f being in F. ( Note that 
we have omitted the subscript and superscript on e#. This usual attitude is 
adopted to circumvent unnecessary cumbersome details. Thus 9 = F, and 
hence F is the structure coinduced by the map q. o 
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Lemma 1.2.4 Let (X, F(X)) be a DW complex with cells E(X), and let 
(Y, F(Y)) be any differential space. A function f : X -r Y is smooth if and 
only if fle# 0 <Pe is smooth for each e E E(X). 
Proof. Suppose that f : X -r Y is smooth and let e be a cell in X. It 
is clear that fle# : e# -r f(e#) is smooth. It follows that the composition 
fle# 0 <Pe : Dk -r f( e#) is also smooth. 
Suppose that f : X -r Y is such that fle# 0 <Pe is smooth for each cell e E 
E(X) and 9 : Y -r IR. is smooth on Y. Then every gl/(e#) 0 fle# o<Pe : Dk -r IR. 
is smooth . Fix e E E(X). Since <Pe : Dk -r e# is a quotient, it follows that 
gl/(e#) 0 fle# is smooth on e#. But e is arbitrary, therefore go f E F(X); 
hence f is smooth. 0 
Lemma 1.2.5 Let (A, FA) be a differential subspace of a differential space 
(X, FL and let ]A and T be the topologies induced by FA and F on A and 
X respectively. Then (A, TA ) is a topological subspace of (X, T). 
Proof. Let S be the topology on A, inherited from the topological space 
(X, T) . We claim that S = TA • To show this, let us first note that 
T = gen{f-l(W) : W E ~ and f E F} 
5 = gen{f-l (W) n A : W E ~ and f E F}, 
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where 1R is the usual topology of IR. Since J E F implies JIA E FA, it follows 
that SeTA. 
For the reverse inclusion, observe that J E FA if and only if for each point 
pEA, there is a neighbourhood Up in T such that JlupnA = JplupnA for some 
function JP E F. Since, for each W E ~, 
it follows that J- I (W) E S, and so 7A c S. o 
Lemma 1.2.6 Let (X, F) be a differential space and let B cAe X. Then 
. Proof. It is easy to see that 
FB gen( {JIB; J E F}) 
= gen( {JIB; J E FIA}) 
gen( {JIB; J E FA}), since FA = gen(FIA), 
(FA)B. 
o 
Lemma 1.2.7 Let X be a DW complex and e# = <I>e(Dk) with <I>e being 
the characteristic map of a k-cell e oj X. Then iJ F( e#) is the differential 
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structure co induced by ~e on e# and Fe# is the differential structure making 
the subset e# into a differential subspace of X J it follows that 
where 'Te# and T( e#) are the underlying topologies of the structures Fe# and 
F( e#) repectiveiy. 
Proof. One easily obtains (i) simply because Fe# = gen {fle# : f E F} and 
fle# E F(e#), for every f E F. Now, let U be a subset of e#. Then U E 'Te# 
if and only if for each p E U there is a fp E Fe# such that p E f p- 1 (0, 00) cU. 
But Fe# C F( e#), therefore U E T( e#), and hence 'Te# C T( e#). 0 
Theorem 1.2.1 Let (X, E) be a DW complex with differential structure F. 
Let Y be a differential subspace of X made up of cells of X J that is 
Y = U{e E E'; E' c E}. 
Denote by ~; (resp. ~~) the characteristic map of a cell e of X (resp . Y) . 
Suppose that for each cell e of X contained in Y J ~~ = ~; and e# is also 
contained in Y. Then Y is a DW complex on its own right. 
Proof. Let x, y be any two points in Y. Since X is Hausdorff it follows from 
Lemma 1.1.12 that there exits a smooth map f : X ---t lR on X such that 
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f(x) #- f(y)· But fly is smooth, so there is a smooth map 9 = fly on Y 
such that g( x) #- g(y). Thus, Y is Hausdorff. If e is a k-cell of X contained 
in Y, then its characteristic map <I>e : Dk ---t X carries Dk onto e#, which 
is contained in Y by hypothesis. By (3d), there are finitely many cells ei of 
dimension leqk that meet e#. As e# C Y, it follows that every ej is also 
contained in Y. Thus, e# is contained in some finite union of cells of Y. 
It only remains to show that Y has the differential structure specified by 
( 4d). 
Let Fy be the differential structure on Y, induced by the inclusion Y ---t X . 
Let f E F y . Then for each p E Y, there is a neighbourhood Up E T such 
that flupnY = glupny for some 9 E F. If p is a non O-cell point contained in a 
cell e, then, by Lemma 1.2.7, Up n e# is an open set for the topology T(e#); 
and since flupne# = glupne# with gle# E F( e#), it follows that fle# E F( e#). 
Suppose that q is a O-cell in Y. It is obvious that f(q) E F(q). Hence, if 
9 = {f : Y ---t R; fle# E F( e#) for all e E E'} 
then Fy c g. 
On the other hand, let us show that every map f E 9 can be step by step 
extended to some smooth map f, defined on the whole of the space X . Then, 
f = fly E Fy. The arguments given for the case whereby the complement 
X - Y is made up of cells of dimension 2 at most can be applied to a more 
general case. Let e~, a E I, be all the O-cells contained in X - Y. Define 
g: YU(UQEle~) ---t R such that gly = f and g(e~) = 1 for all a E I. Suppose 
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that, for each a E J ~ I, there is a I-cell e~,a 
such that its one boundary point is the O-cell e~ in X - Y, while its other 
boundary point is some O-cell e~ in Y. Denote by ~~,a the characteristic 
map of the cell e~,a; ~~,a sends Dl into X. Assume that ~~,a( -1) = e~ and 
~~,a(1) = e~. For each such e;,a, define h;,a : Dl - {O} -+ lR by setting 
and define k;,a : Dl -+ lR by 
if -1 :::; x < 0 
if 0 < x :::; 1 
1 _ { A(l x I 2 )h;,a(x) if x =f. 0 kc.,a(x) - , 
o if x = 0 
w here A : lR -+ lR is a smooth function such that 
A(X) = -{
I if Ixl > ~ 
o iflxl:::;t. 
(1.1 ) 
Clearly, each k;j3 is smooth. Since ~;j31(-1,1) is a diffeomorphism onto e;j3, 
there exists a map g;,a : (e;j3)# -+ lR such that k;j3 = g;j3 0 cI>;j3. 
The case where e~,a is a I-cell in X - Y 
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with its boundary points being distinct O-cells in Y is treated similarly. 
If e~/3 is a cell in X - Y whose boundary points e~ and eg lie in X - Y, define 
g~/3 : (e~/3)# -7 IR to be identically 1. 
Now, suppose that there also exist I-cells e;/3 in X - Y such that <I>;/3( -1) = 
<I>~/3(I) is a O-cell in Y. One has the following picture 
For such e~/3' set g~/3(x) = f( e~) for all x E e;/3. 
The various g~/3 and the map f patch together to define a map 
h : Y U (U{ e E X - Y : dim e ::; I}) -7 IR 
such that h Iy = f and for every I-dimensional cell e E X - Y the restriction 
hle# is smooth. 
Now assume e;/3""f is a 2-cell whose vertices e~, eg, e~ are O-cells in X - Y, for 
instance in the diagram 
For such a cell, define g';/3""f : (e;/3""f)# -7 IR to be the constant map 1. 
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In turn, let e;,6" be a 2-cell in X - Y such that all its vertices are identified to 
a one O-cell of Y, that is e~ = e~ = e~ E Y. It might be pictured as follows 
Define g;,6" : (e;,6,,)# --t IR to be the constant map f(e~). 
Next suppose e;,6" is a 2-cell in X - Y 
w here e~ and e~ are distinct O-cells in Y and e~ is a O-cell in X - Y. If <I>;,a" 
is the characteristic map of the cell e;,6", the function 
is a smooth map. Let p : D2 - {O} --t IR be the map defined by 
and let h;rh : D2 --t IR be given by 
if x =f. 0 
if x = 0, 
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where A : IR -+ IR is defined as in (1.1). Clearly h~{3-y is a smooth map on D2. 
Since 
and <l>~,B-ylintD2 is a diffeomorphism onto e, it follows from Lemma 1.2.2 that 
there exists a smooth map g~{3-y : (e;{3-y)# -+ IR such that 
and 
The following cases 
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can be treated like the case just above. 
Thus, by patching together the various g~/3-Y and the map h, one extends f 
to a smooth map j : X -t R Hence 9 c Fly, and consequently 9 c Fy as 
desired. o 
Definition A DW subcomplex (Y, E(Y)) of a DW complex (X, E) is a DW 
complex such that Y eX, E(Y) c E and cI>~ = cI>; for every cell e in Y. 
In particular, k-skeletons of X are DW sub complexes of X. 
Lemma 1.2.8 If (X, E) is a DW complex} with differential structure F} 
and e is any cell in E} then e# is contained in a finite D W subcomplex} that 
is a D W subcomplex with a finite number of cells. 
Proof. When n = 0, the statement is obviously true. Now, suppose n > 0; 
then by axiom (3d), e# is contained in a finite union of cells, say el,'" ,em' 
Define 
Y=U{er:l~i~m}. 
Taking cI>~ = cI>; for every cell e in Y, Theorem 1.2.1 implies that the 
differential subspace (Y, Fy) is a DW subcomplex. It is finite and contains 
o 
Lemma 1.2.9 If (X, E) is a DW complex and if (Y, E(Y)) and (Z, E(Z)) 
are D W subcomvlexes} then Y n Z and Y U Z are D W subcomplexes with cells 
E(Y) n E(Z) and E(Y) U E(Z) respective/yo 
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Proof. It is clear that Y n Z = U{e : e E E(Y) n E(Z)} and for each cell 
e in E(Y) n E(Z), the subset e# is in Y n Z. Since e# C E(Y) n E(Z), it 
follows that Y n Z = U{e#: e E E(Y) n E(Z)} ; and by Theorem l.2.1, 
Y n Z is a DW complex and hence a DW subcomplex of (X, E) . 
:Jow let us consider the subset Y U Z. Since Y = U{e#: e E £ (Y)} and 
Z = u{e#: e E £(Z)}, it follows that Y U Z = U{e#: e E £(Y) U E(Z)} ; 
so by Theorem 1.2.1 we corroborate the claim that (Y U Z, £(Y) U £(Z)) is 
a D\t\' subcomplex. o 
Corollary 1.2.1 !f(X, E) is a DW complex and f{ is a subset of X finitely 
covered by cells '}f X J then f{ lies in a finite D W subcomplex. 
Proof. Suppose [{ C U~l ei, where every ei is a cell in X. By Lemma 1.2.8, 
e1 is contained in a finite DW subcomplex Ye,. So, f{ C Ui:: l Ye,. But by 
Lemma l.2.9 , the union U~l Ye , is a finite DW subcomplex. so the proof is 
finished. 
Let X be a D'vV complex; in addition to its underlying topology we place 
another topology, denoted (J', on X by saying that a subset C is open with 
respect to (J' if and only if, for each k-cell e of X, the intersection C n e# is 
open with respect to the smooth structure F(e#) of e#. (It follows that a 
set is closed for the topology (J' if and only if its intersection with each e# is 
closed.) It is evident that (J' is truly a topology on X and this is the topology 
that one might expect X to have as a CW complex. 
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Lemma 1. 2.10 If X is a D W complex and e is a k-cell in X J then 
where cla (e) denotes the closure of e with respect to the topology (I. 
Proof. Since e# is a closed set for the topology of (I, it follows that cla (e) C 
e#. Now, assume that cla (e) is strictly contained in e#. Then there exist a 
point p in e# and a neighbourhood V of p contained in e# such that vne = 0. 
Since p E e# - cla(e), it follows that p = <I>e(q) for some q E Sk-l ( we are 
assuming that e is a cell of dimension k); moreover q E <I>;l(V) with <I>;l(V) 
a neighbourhood of q. But the topology on Dk is the topolgy inherited from 
the usual topology of IRk, therefore <I>;1 (V) contains some points of fJk. If 
r is one such pomt, then <I>e(r) E V n e; thus the assumption that cla(e) is 
strictly contained in e# does not hold. Hence, cla (e) = e#. 0 
Similarly, one has 
Lemma 1. 2 .11 Let X be a D W complex and let T be the initial topology 
corresponding to the differential structure F. Then 
where clT ( e) is the closure of the cell e with respect to the topology T. 
Proof. First, note, for each k-cell e, <I>e(fJk) = e C <I>e(Dk) = e#. As Dk is 
compact and X is Hausdorff, it follows that <I>e(Dk) is a closed subset of X 
and thus clT ( e) C e#. 
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Conversely, let x E e#. Clearly there is ayE Dk such that x = <I>e(Y). If 
y E int Dk, then x E e and thus x E clT( e). Suppose y E Sk-l. There exists 
a sequence of points Yi E int Dk such that Yi ---t Y as i ---t 00. Since <I>e(Yi) E e 
and <I>e is continuous, it follows that <I>e(Yi) ---t <I>e(Y) = x; and one sees that 
x E clT(e), hence e# C clT(e). 0 
Putting Lemma 1.2.10 and Lemma 1.2.11 together, one obtains 
Corollary 1.2.2 Let (X, F) be a DW complex} let T be the underlying 
topology of F and let 0' be a topology on X whose open sets are those subsets 
U of X such that un e# E T( e#) for each cell e of X . Then} 
for each cell e of x. 
Because of the foregoing equations, we shall use the notation e to denote the 
closure of e for ei~her the topology 0' or the topology T. If e is a k-dimensional 
cell of the DW complex, e will be called a closed k-cell of X. 
Lemma 1.2.12 If(X, E,<I» is a DW complex} then the triple ((X,O'),E,<I» 
is a CW comple;,;. 
Proof. Axioms (lR), (2R) in the definition of CW complexes are readily 
satisfied. By Corollary 1.2.2, e = e#; and since e# is contained in a finite 
union of cells of lower dimensions, then (3R) holds. By definition of the 
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topology of (J, a subset U of X is closed if and only if U n e is closed in e; 
hence (4R) holds. Thus ((X,(J),E,cI» is a CW complex. 0 
The following lemma will be useful for the main theorem, that we are about 
to prove. 
Lemma 1.2.13 Let p be a O-cell of X and an isolated point of x(1) ( for 
relative topology induced from (J). Then) p is an isolated point of X. 
Proof. Suppose that p is not an isolated point of X. Then, there is a closed 
k-cell e (k > 1) such that p E oe. Suppose also that there is no closed i-cell 
0, where 1 ~ i < k, such that p E o. Since (X, (J) is a CW complex, the set 
oe is finitely covered by i-cells 0 and O-cells. Let 
o = {o E E : 1 ~ dim 0 < k and 0 C oe}. 
As p tI. 0 for each 0 E 0, there is an open neighbourhood Uo of p containing 
no other O-cell and such that Uo n 0 = 0. It follows that p tI. oe, which is a 
contradiction; the proof is therefore finished. D 
We have stated {;hat the most interesting question for our dissertation is to 
show whether underlying spaces of DW complexes are CW complexes. To 
this end it suffices to show that topologies T and (J are the same. But at 
the moment, we basically show one direction; that is T is finer than (J. In 
this particular situation, our approach is to consider two cases. For the first 
case, we let p be a point in ek n U, where ek is a k-cell and U is an open set 
in the topology (J. For the second case, we allow p to be a O-cell point in U. 
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In both cases, we prove that there is a smooth function j : X ---+ IR. such that 
p E j-l(O, 00) c U. 
However, the first case has some complexities, for if p is an interior point of 
some cell ek and ek belongs to the boundary of some cell e~+I, then it takes 
some effort to show how one gets a function j : X ---+ IR. with the desired 
property that p E j-l (0,00) c U. 
Theorem 1.2.2 Let (X,.1") be a DW complex, let U be an open set in the 
topology (J", and let p E U be a non O-cell point of X. Then there exists a 
smooth map j E F such that 
Proof. Since p is a non O-cell point of X, there exists a closed k-cell ek (p) = 
ek (k ~ 1) that contains the point p. 
A) We begin by examining the case where p is a point of ek . We will show 
that that there is a smooth map fk : X(k) ---+ IR. such that 
and jk can be extended to some smooth map fk+l : X(k+l) ---+ IR. such that 
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The map fk+ I , in turn, can be extended to some smooth fk+ 2 : X(k+ 2) --r IR. 
such that 
and so on ... So ultimately we obtain a sequence {fk+i } i ~O of smooth maps 
fk+i : X(k+i) --+ IR. such that 
for each i 2 O. Thus if we let f : X --r IR. be such that flx(k+<) = fk+i for all 
i 2 0, then one has the required property that p E f- I (O,:xl) C U for some 
smooth map f. 
First let us show that when p lies in ek , there exists indeed a smooth map 
fk : X(k) --r IR. SJch that p E (Jktl (0,00) C Un X(k). 
Since p is a poi nt of ek , there exists q in the interior of Dk such that p = 
<pek(q), where <Pek is the characteristic map associated to t hp ce ll ek Let 
h , k : Dk --+ IR. be a smooth map defined by 
h k (x \, = 
e , 
for x = q 
> 0 for x E Dk such that Ilx - qll < c/ 2 
o for x E Dk such that Ilx - qll = c/2 , 
< 0 for x E Dk such that Ilx - qll > c/2 
-1 for x E Sk-l 
where c is chosen in such a way that each point x in Dk such that if x satisfies 
Ilx - qll ::; c, then x is contained in <I>;}(U) . The existence of c is guaranteed 
by the fact that q E <I>;} (U), with <I>;kl (C) an open subset of Dk Since 
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heklsk-l = (-1) 0 <l>eklsk-1, where (-l)(x) = -1 for all x E X(k-l), it follows 
from Lemma 1.2.2 that hek induces a unique smooth map fek : ek -7 IR such 
that the diagram 
commutes. By construction, it follows that h;/ (0,00) is contained in the 
interior of <1>;/ (U) and is such that 
Since <I> ek is a diffeomorphism from the interior of Dk onto ek , it follows that 
fe~l (0,00) is contained in Un ek and is such that 
Then define fk : X(k) -7 IR to be the map 
k { fel< ( x ) for x E ek f (x) = 
-1 otherwise 
( 1.2) 
It is clear that fk is smooth, and (Pt1(0,00) = fe~l(O,oo). So, one has 
Next let us extend fk to the (k + I)-skeleton X(k+l). Two cases arise. 1) 
Suppose there is no cell ej (j > k) in X such that its boundary ae j contains 
the cell ek . If this is so, define a map 9 : X(k+l) -7 IR by setting 
g(x) = { 
-1 
for x E ek 
otherwise 
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It follows clearly that 9 is smooth, and p E g-I(O,oo) c Un X(k+l); so in 
this particular case one is finished. 
2) Now suppose that ek belongs to the boundary of some (k + 1)-cell e* of 
X. Then q E Sk and since U n ek C U n e* with U n ek i- 0, it follows that 
U n e* i- O. As U is open in the topology (7, U n e* is a non-empty open 
su bset of e*. Thus U n e* is of dimension k + 1. Define he' : Sk ~ IR by 
setting 
where <I>e' is the characteristic map associated to the cell e* and where fk is 
given by (1.2). Since <I>;.I(U) is open in Dk+l, there exists a set 
C;+1 = {x E Dk+l n <I>;.I(U): Ilxll > 1 - ~ and he.(x/llxll) > O} 
for some sufficiently small ~ > 0 such that 
It can be easily seen that 
Moreover, since Fr(<I>;.I(U) n Sk) n h;.I(O, 00) = 0, it follows that C;+1 n Sk 
IS contained in the interior of <I>;.I(U) n Sk. Therefore given a geodesic 
L through q, if rand s are intersection points of L with C;+1 n Sk and 
<I>;} (U) n Sk respectively on the same side of q, then 
dist(q,s) > dist(q,r) > O. 
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(' dist' stands for distance.) 
For the same 0 above, let Ul, U2 : lR. -+ lR. be smooth maps defined by 
1 if It I ~ 1 - ~o 
Ul (t) = >0 if 1 - !o > It I > 1 - ~o 4 - 4 
0 if It I ::; 1 - ~o 
and 
0 if It I ~ 1 - ~o 
>0 if 1- ~o > It I > 1- ~o 
U2(t) = 
0 if It I = 1 - ~o 
<0 if It I < 1 - ~o 
respecti vely. Let he" : Dk+l -+ lR. be a smooth map defined by 
Since heo : Dk+l -+ lR. is smooth, heolSk = Uk 0 cI>eo)ISk, and cI>eIDk+l is a 
diffeomorphism onto e*, Lemma 1.2.2 applies at once to show that there is a 
unique smooth map leo : e* -+ lR. making the diagram 
commute and such that 
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As h;.I (0,00) = C;+l n Sk and he-Isk = he-, it follows that h;.l (0,00) n Sk is 
contained in the interior of <I>;.I (U) n Sk. Since by construction 
one has that 
and 
Fr(h;.I(O, 00)) n Fr(<I>;.I(U))) n iJk+ 1 = 0. 
Hence, 
and 
Let {e~+l : 0:' E A} be the family of all closed (k + I)-cells whose boundaries 
contain the cell ek . Of course, there is a 0:' E A such that e* = e~+l. For each 
0:' E A, let 
where <I> e~+l is the characteristic map of the cell e~+l. Since U n e~+l #- 0 for 
each 0:' E A, there exist a sufficiently small 60' > ° and a set 
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for each a E A such that 
Fr(Ck+l) n Fr(cI>-l (U)) n j)k+l - (J, 0" e~+1 - 'lJ. 
Here as well, one can easily see that C;:l n Sk is contained III the in-
terior of cI>-k~1 (L' ) n Sk. If ro and So are on boundaries of C;+l n Sk and 
e" " 
--:-----cI>~~1 (U) n Sk respectively and lie on a same geodesic that passes through q, 
e" 
on a same side of q, then one has 
dist(q, so) > dist(q, ro) > O. 
Define for each a E A a smooth map h k+l : Dk+l -t IR by setting 
eo 
for x =I- 0 
for x = 0, 
where 
1 if It I ~ 1 - *150 
Ul,o(t) = >0 if 1 -!r5 > It I > 1 - ~c5 4 0 - 4 0 
0 if It I ::; 1 - ~c50 
and 
0 if It I ~ 1 - ~r5o 
>0 if 1 - *150 > It I > 1 - ~r5o U2,o(t) = 
0 if It I = 1 - ~r5a 
<0 if It I < 1 - ~r5o . 
For each a E A we note that h k+l 15k = (P 0 cI> k+l) 15k; 
eo eo 
so Lemma 1.2.2 
implies that there is a unique smooth map fe~+1 : e~+l -t IR such that 
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For each a E A, 
It follows that 
and 
Therefore, 
and 
for each a E A. Now consider the family {e~+l: 0 ED.} of closed cells of 
dimension k + 1, which do not contain the cell ek ; thus p (j:. e~+l for each 
oED.. Set, for 0 ED., 
to be the constant map -1. As 
for each a E A, one can patch the {f k+daEi\' {fek+1 }cSED. and fk together to 
ea 6 
obtain a smooth map 
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such that 
Since jk+!IX(k) = p, it follows that jk+! is a smooth extension of jk. 
Now let us extend jk+! smoothly to the skeleton X(k+2) so as to get a smooth 
map jk+2 : X(k+2) -t IR such that 
As a particular case suppose there is no closed cell in X containing e*, and 
suppose as well t hat there is no closed cell in X containing any of the cells 
e~+!, a E A. Thus there is no cell ej (j > k + 1) in X such that its boundary 
contains the point p. Let h : X(k+2) -t IR be the map defined by 
{ 
jk+!(x) for x E X(k+!) 
h(x) = 
-1 otherwise. 
The map h is easily seen to be smooth and such that p E h-!(O,oo) c U. 
Now suppose that e* is contained in the boundary of some closed (k + 2)-cell 
e and suppose also that some of the cells e~+!, a E A are contained in closed 
cells of dimension k + 2. Without loss of generality suppose, apart from e·, 
that there is only one a E A for which the corresponding e~+! is contained 
in the boundary of a closed (k + 2)-cell e~+2. Define 
and 
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Going through the same steps, which led us to extend p to fk+l, one proves 
that maps he, h k+2 : Dk+2 -t IR defined respectively by 
efj 
and 
where on one hand smooth maps Ul,K, Ul,/3 are defined in the same way as 
Ul,o and, on the other hand, smooth maps U2,K' U2,/3 are similar to U2,o. 
Since helsk+1 = (fk+l 0 <T>e)ISk+1 and h k+2lsk+1 = (fk+l 0 <T> ek+2) ISk+1, there 
efj fj 
are smooth maps Ie : e -t IR and f k+2 : e/3k+ 2 -t IR such that 
efj 
he Ie 0 <T>e 
lelae fk+1l ae 
h k+2 
efj f k+2 0 <T> k+2 efj efj 
fe k+2 Iae k+2 {j {j 
fk+ll aek+2 . 
fj 
Let {e~+2: I E r} be the closed (k + 2)-cells containing each the closed 
cell e*, and let {c~~2: i E I} be the closed (k + 2)-cells containing each the 
closed cell e~+l . For each I E r, let 
where <T> k+2 is the characteristic map of the cell e~+2. And for each i E I, let 
e"y ' 
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where <I> e~~2 is the characteristic map of the cell e~~2. One constructs smooth 
maps h k+2, hek+ 1 : Dk+2 -+ IR, fek+2 . ek+2 -+ IR and f k+2 : e~+,i 2 -+ IR such 
e"t {J,t "t ' 'Y e{j,i /J 
that 
h k+2Isk+l e"t (Jk+ 
1 
0 <I> e;+2 ) I Sk+ 1 
h k+2Isk+l 
e{j,i (Jk+ 
1 
0 <I> e~~2 ) I Sk+ 1 
h k+2 
e"t f k+2 0 <I> k+2 e"t e"t 
f k+2la k+2 e"t e"t fk+11 aek+2 "t 
hek+2 {j,i f k+2 0 <I> k+2 e{j,i e{j,i 
fe k+2 Iae k+2 {j,t {j,t fk+11 a k+2. e{j,i 
If {e~+2 : (J' E T} is the family of closed (k + 2)-cells each of which does not 
contain neither e'" nor e~+l, define 
to be -l. 
one obtains a smooth map 
such that 
The map fk+ 2 is clearly a smooth extension of fk+ 1 . 
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Going one step up at a time one obtains for each i ~ 0 a smooth map 
jk+i : X(k+i) -7 ~ such that p E (fk+i)-l (0,00) C U n X(k+i); hence one is 
finished. 
B) Now let us treat the case where the point p is on the boundary of the cell 
ek . Since p is not a O-cell then it is a point of some cell el (1 ~ l ~ k - 1), 
wi th e l C oek . As in case A), one constructs in the same way a sequence 
{F+i}i~O of smooth maps jl+i : X(l+i) -7 ~ such that jl+i+1Ix(l+i) = j(l+i) , 
i ~ 0 and p E (f1+it1 (0,00) C Un X(l+i). Afterwards define j : X -7 IR to 
be such that jIX(l+i) = jl+i; thus p E j-1(0,00) C U. The proof is thence 
complete. o 
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To complete the proof that the topology 7 is finer than the topology 0', we 
need to allow in Theorem 1.2.2 the point p to be a O-cell of X. 
Theorem 1.2.3 Let (X, F) be a DW complex and let U be an open set in 
the topology 0'. If p is a O-cell in X and an interior point of U, there exists 
a smooth map f E F such that 
pE f- 1 (0,00) c u. 
Proof. As in proof of Theorem 1.2.2, we will show that there are smooth 
maps {fi : X(i) --7 IRh~o such that fi+1Ix(i) = fi for each i 2 0 and 
Thus if f : X --7 IR is a function such that flx(i) = p, then f is smooth and 
p E f- 1 (0, (0) c U. 
Assume p = Pj, where Pj E X(O) and X(O) = {PihEl; the index set I is 
possibly infinite. The function r : X(O) --7 IR defined by 
if i = j 
is smooth and is such that 
If the O-cell p is an isolated point of X(1), then Lemma 1.2.13 implies that it 
is an isolated point of X. Thus the function f : X -+ IR which takes on the 
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value -1 at any other point of X but is 1 at p is smooth and is such that 
p E I-I (0,00) cU. So under such a circumstance, one is finished. 
On the contrary, suppose that the O-cell p is not an isolated point of XU); 
hence p is a boundary point of some closed one-cell e. One may want to 
use the notation e~(p) to denote a n-th one-cell whose boundary contains 
the point p, but this notation is too cumbersome. We will try to avoid this 
notation, but in case we feel compelled to be more accurate we will use the 
notation e l (p) to refer to a one-cell bounded at least by p. 
So in this case we are assuming that p is a. boundary point of some one-cell 
e. Suppose that e is a closed one-cell with 4>e( -1) = p and 4>e(1) = PI i- p. 
Since un e is open in e ( for the topology of F(e)), there is an e:l E (O,~) 
such that 
4>e([-l, -1 + e:d) C Un e. 
Choose a decreasing smooth map h! : [-1, 1] -+ IR such that 
1 if x = -1 
>0 if -1 < x < -1 + ~ 
- 2 
h! (x) = 0 if x = -1 + 1-
<0 if -1 + 1- < x ::; 1 
-1 if x = 1. 
Since 4>e: (-1,1) -+ e is a diffeomorphism and 4>e(-l) i- 4>e(I), there is a 
smooth map 1; : e -+ IR such that 
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It is clear that 
and 
Therefore 
( 1.3) 
and 
Fr(J; )-1(0, 00) n Fr(U n e) n e = 0. (1.4 ) 
The case where cI>e( -1) i- p and cI>e(1) = p is treated in a similar manner. If 
both cI>e( -1) and cI>e(1) are not p, that is e is a closed one-cell not containing 
p, then define the corresponding f: to be the constant map -1 . 
Suppose also there exists a one-cell e such that cI>e( -1) = cI>e(1) = p. For 
such a cell e, we let the corresponding h! : [-1,1 J --+ IR to be a smooth map 
defined as follows 
1 ifx=-1orx=1 
h! (x) = > 0 if x E [-1, -1 + 1- ) u (1 - T' 1] 
o if x - -1 + fJ.. or x - 1 - ~ 
- 2 - 2 
<0 ifxE(-1+1-,1-T), 
where 1':1 and E2 are suitably chosen in the interval (0, ~). Here as well, 
one obtains by virtue of Lemma 1.2.2 a smooth map f: : e --+ IR such that 
h! = f: 0 cI> e' It is also clear that (1.3) and (1.4) are satisfied correspondingly. 
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Denote by X~I) the family of those closed one-cells that have p as a common 
boundary point. Consider the family {f; : e E X~}; one has f; (p) = 1 
for all e E X~. Since fO(p) = 1, we can patch the various f; with fO 
in order to define a smooth map j1 : X(1) ~ JR. Thus (j1 )-1 (0,00) = 
(J°tl(O,oo) U (UeEX 1 (J;t 1(0,00)), and hence 
p 
as desired . 
Now let us extend the map j1 to the 2-skeleton X(2). The trivial case is 
when there is no closed 2-cell containing the O-cell p, in which case one 
defines f : X ~ JR to be a map gi ven by 
{ 
j1(x) forxEX(1) f(x) = 
-1 otherwise. 
It is clear that f is smooth and f-1 (0,00) = (Jl tl (0,00), therefore one gets 
p E f- 1(0, 00) c U. 
On the other hand suppose that there is a family of closed 2-cells {e; : a E A} 
such that p E ae~, for each a E A. For each a E A, define 
where <I>e; is the characteristic map of the cell e;. Since <I>;;I(U) is open in 
D2, there exists a set 
for some sufficiently small tOo such that 
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From this stage one repeats mutatis mutandis the proof of Theorem 1.2.2 to 
extend p to some smooth p, and p to some smooth f3, and so on ... , but 
every time one has p E (fitl (0,00) c Un X(i). 0 
We, finally, need to prove the reverse inclusion T C (j to corroborate the 
statement that the underlying topological space of a DW complex is a CW 
complex. 
Theorem 1.2.4 Let (X, F) be a DW complex with the topology induced by 
F. If (j is the topology on X such that U is in (j if and only if un e is open 
with respect to the differential structure F( e), then T C (j. 
Proof. Let U be an open set of X with respect to T, and let p E une, where 
e is a cell of X. Then there is a map f E F such that p E f- 1(0, 00) C U. 
But fie E F(e), therefore p E (flet l (0,00) C Un e. Thus un e is open in 
e, and hence U is in (j. 0 
Putting Theorems 1.2.2, 1.2.3 and 1.2.4 together implies 
Theorem 1.2.5 The underlying space of a DW complex is a CW complex. 
Because the underlying topology of a DW complex confers a CW structure 
on the underlying set, DW complexes are given 'freely', so to speak, many 
nice properties of CW complexes, among which we list the following without 
proof: 
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(i) A subset A of a DW complex X is closed if and only if AnY is closed 
in Y for every finite DW subcomplex Y in X. 
(ii) A subset Y = U{ e : e EE'} of a DW complex (X, E), E' c E, is a 
DW sub complex if and only if Y is closed. 
(iii) Every cell en is an open subset of the skeleton x(n). 
(iv) The complement of x(n-l) in x(n) is an open subset of x(n). 
(v) Every path component of a DW complex is a DW subcomplex. 
(vi) A DW complex is connected if and only if it is path connected. 
(vii) Every DW complex X is a normal space. 
(viii) A compact subset of a DW complex lies in a finite DW subcomplex. 
Therefore, a DW complex is compact if and only if it is finite. 
For proofs of the above assertions, the reader is referred to [11], [14], [IS] . 
If X is a CW complex and Y is a CW sub complex of X, it is known that the 
quotient space XjY is a CW complex, see [[14], p .2S0] or [[IS], p.20S] . One 
would be tempted to find out whether the same result holds in the setting of 
DW complexes. Instead of tackling the question as it is posed in the category 
of CW complexes, we will rather attend to a particular problem. 
As a requireme'1t to the remainder of Chapter 1, we assume knowledge of 
supports of functions and of locally finite open refinements of coverings. Let 
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us briefly recall that if f is a real-valued function then the support of f, 
denoted supp(f), is the closure of {xl f(x) i- O}. 
Let U = {Ui : i E I} and V = {Vj : j E J} be open coverings of a topological 
space X. The covering V is said to be a locally fini te refinement of U if each 
Vj is contained in some Ui of U and each point x E X has a neighbourhood 
that meets finitely many members of V. 
Definition [9] Let U = {Ui : i E I} be an open covering of a differential 
space X. Then a smooth partition of uni ty subordinate to U is a collection 
{fj} jEJ of smooth maps fj : X ---* [0, 1] having the following properties: 
(i) There is a locally finite open refinement {Vj j E J} of U such that 
supp(fj) C Vj for all j E J, 
(ii) Lj Ji(x) = 1 for each x E X. 
Lemma 1.2.14 Let X be a topological space} U = {Uil i E I} an open 
covering of X and A a subset of X. Then UnA is an open covering of A; 
moreover if V = {Vj I j E J} is a locally finite open refinement of U then 
V n A is a locally finite open refinement of UnA. 
The proof is straightforward. 
Lemma 1.2.15 If X is a differential space such that every open covering 
has a subordinate smooth partition of unity} then every open covering of any 
closed subspace A of X has a smooth partition of unity. 
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Proof. Let U' be an open covering of A, where A is closed in X. Then 
there is an open covering U of X such that U' = UnA. If {fj liEJ is a 
smooth partition of uni ty subordinate to U and V = {Vj I j E J} is a locally 
finite open refinement of U such that supp(fj) C 10 for all j E J, then 
sUpp(fJIA) C 10 n A for all j E J, and V n A = {Vj n AI j E J} is a locally 
finite refinement ofU', by Lemma 1.2.14. Since Lj fJ(x) = 1 for each x E X, 
it follows that {fJIAliEJ is a smooth partition of unity subordinate to U'. 0 
Definition A handy differential space is a differential space which satisfies 
the following property: every open covering has a smooth partition of unity. 
Lemma 1.2.16 If (X, F) is a coproduct of a family {(Xi,Fi)1 i E I} of 
handy differential spaces) then (X, F) is a handy differential space. 
Proof. Let U be an open covering of X. Since X = UXi, Lemma 1.2.14 
implies that each U n Xi is an open covering for the corresponding Xi. But 
Xi is a handy differential space, therefore there is a smooth partition of unity 
{fJliEJ; subordinate to un Xi. Suppose that Vi = {Vj : j E Jd is a locally 
finite open refinement of Un Xi such that supp(fj) C 10 for all j E Ji. It is 
easy to see that UiEl Vi is a locally finite open refinement of U. 
N ow define for each i E I and each j E Ji 
for x E Xi 
Clearly, every gji is smooth on X and 
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Since Xi is both open and closed in the coproduct X, it follows that sUpP(gji) = 
supp(!i) for all j E Ji . But supp(!i) C \Ij where \Ij E Vi, so there exists an 
open neighbourhood Wj = \Ij E UVi such that sUpp(gji) C Wj. 
Moreover, observe that 
L L gji(X) = L !i(x) = 1, 
1 J J 
for each x EX; our proof is thus complete. o 
Definition A handy DW complex is a DW complex whose underlying space 
is a handy differential space. 
In [9], it is shown that every open covering of a Coo-manifold has a subor-
dinate smooth partition of unity. One of the simplest examples of a handy 
differential space is the euclidean differential space ]Rn. 
Definition [22] Recall that a non-empty differential subspace (A, FA) of a 
differential space (X, F) is said to have the global extension property in 
(X, F) if every f E FA can be extended to some smooth function f on the 
whole of X, that is for every function f E FA there is a function f E F such 
that f = fiA. 
The following lemma shows a condition under which a non-empty closed 
subspace of a differential space has the global extension property. 
Lemma 1.2.17 If (X, F) is a differential space with smooth partitions of 
unity, then every non-empty closed subspace (A, FA) has the global extension 
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property in (X, F) . 
Proof. See [22]. 
Theorem 1.2.6 Let (X, F) be a handy DW complex whose underlying space 
X is regular, let Y be a compact D W subcomplex, and let v : X -+ X / Y be 
the natural map. II v*(F) is the coinduced differential structure on X/V, 
corresponding to v, then (X/Y, v*(F)) is a DW complex. 
Proof. Let us first prove that the restriction 
vlx-y : (X - Y, g) -+ (X/Y - {*}, H), 
where g = Fx-y and H = v*(F)x/y_{*}, is a diffeomorphism. It is plain 
that H is generated by functions 9 : X/V - {*} -+ IR, where 9 = Ilx/y-{*} 
for some I E v* (F). For every I E v* (F), one has 
By Lemma 1.1.5, it follows that vlx-y is smooth. But to show that (vlx-y tl : 
(X/Y - {*}, H) -+ (X - Y, g) is a little bit tricky. 
Let p be any point in X - Y. Since X is Hausdorff and Y is compact by hy-
pothesis, there exists an open set N containing p such that N n Y = 0. Using 
regularity of X, one can assume that for each q E Y there exist open neigh-
bourhoods Vq and Uq of p and q respectively such that N C Vq and Vqnuq = 0. 
Since Y is compact, there are finitely many points ql, q2, ... ,qn E Y such 
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that Y C Ui';,,1 Uqj . But every Uq, n Vqj = 0, with Vqj an open neighbourhood 
of N. Therefore, if we put U = Ui';,,1 Uqj and V = ni=l Vqj , then U and V are 
open sets such that Y C U, P E N C V and Un V = 0. Since X is Hausdorff, 
it follows that the subset X - Y - N is open in X and so the family 
c = {U, V, X - Y - N} 
is an open covering of X. We know that X is a handy DW complex. There-
fore, let W = {T¥j} JEJ be a locally finite open refinement of C. There exist 
only finitely many jl> ... ,jn E J such that p E Wjj , i = 1, ... ,n. It is clear 
that Wjj C V for each i = 1, ... ,n. 
Now, let J1 = {j E J: Wj C V} and J2 = J - J1 . Let f = hlx-Y, where 
h E F. For each j E J, let gj : X -+ IR be a function given as follows: (1) if 
j E J1 , 
otherwise, 
Let {Aj} jEJ be a partition of unity subordinate to W, and let 
r = LAjgj. 
JEJ 
We claim that r is smooth. Indeed, one can write 
r = L Ajgj + L Ajgj. 
jEJ1 jEJ2 
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For each j E J2 , >'jgj = O. Hence for each j E J2 , >'jgj is smooth on X. 
Let j E J1 . To see that >'jgj is smooth, one need only look at points on 
the boundary FrWj of Wj . Since Wj C V and Un V = 0, it follows that 
Y n FrWj = 0. One can convince oneself of this fact by assuming that there 
is a point x E Y n FrWj . Then every open neighbourhood of x meets Y 
and Wj , and indirectly meets U and V, because Wj C V. But U is an 
open neighbourhood of x and U n V = 0. Therefore the assumption that 
Y n FrWj =I- 0 doesn't hold. Let r E FrWj . As Y is closed, there exists an 
open neighbourhood ReX - Y of r such that 
Since >'j(t)f(t) = 0 for all t E R - Wj , so >'jgj = >'jf on R and hence >'jgj is 
smooth on R. Thus, r is a smooth function. 
Put 
/-lj = L >'jgj 
jEJ1 
and OJ = L >'jgj. 
jEh 
Since \ Ix -w) = 0 and Y C X - UjEJl Wj , it follows that 
/-ljly = O. 
Since gj = 0 on T,vj, where j E J2 , it follows that 
Thus, 
j*ly = O. 
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Now, let W* = ni=1 Wj; n N. It is evident that W* is an open neighbourhood 
of p and is contained in X - Y. Consider, 
It follows that 
J*lw· = L Ajlw.9jlw.· 
jEJ 
J*lw· = L Ajlw.9jlw. + L Ajlw.9jlw.· 
jEJI jEh 
Let l E J2 . Therefore, WI is either contained in U or in X - Y - N. Thus, 
AIIN = 0 and hence Allw. = O. Thus, 
flw·. 
I t follows that 
We claim that J* 0 V-I: XjY -+ lR is smooth. Indeed, in the diagram 
r X ~lR 
~ ~-I 
XjY 
the smooth map J* : X -+ lR is constant on every V-I (u), where u E X j Y. 
Therefore, one applies Corollary 1.1.2 at once to show that J* 0 v-I: X j Y -+ 
lR is smooth. 
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Now, since W* is an open neighbourhood ofp, then by Lemma l.1.7, it follows 
that there exists a nonnegative function h" E F such that p E h*-l(O, (0) c 
W*, and thus Y C (h*tl(O). Since h" : X ---+ IR is constant on every v-l(u), 
where u E X/Y, Corollary l.l.2 applies to show that h" 0 V-I: X/Y ---+ IR 
is smooth. It is clear that v(p) E (h* 0 v-I)-I(O,oo) c v(W*). But p is 
arbitrary in W*, therefore v(W*) is an open subset of X/Yo So we have an 
open subset v(W*), a smooth map f* 0 V-I: X/Y ---+ IR such that 
Thus, fa v-1Ix/.'_{*} : X/Y - {*} ---+ IR is locally smooth, and consequently 
f 0 v-1Ix/y_{*} is smooth. Hence, by Lemma l.l.5, v-1Ix/y_{*} : XjY-
{* } ---+ X - Y is smooth. 
Finally, let us prove that (X/Y, v*(F)) is a DW complex. 
First let us prove that X / Y is Hausdorff. Let v( x), v( z) be distinct points 
in X/Yo Assume that v(x) i- * and v(z) i- *. Therefore x rf:. Y and z rf:. Y; 
since X is Hausdorff and X - Y is open, there are disjoint open subsets VI 
and VI in X - Y such that x E VI and z E VI. But X - Y is diffeomorphic 
to X/Y - {*}, therefore v(UI) and V(VI) are open neighbourhoods of v(x) 
and v(z) respectively and such that v(UI) n V(VI) = 0. 
Now assume that v(z) = *. Therefore x rf:. Y; since X is Hausdorff and Y is 
compact, there are disjoint open subsets VII and VII in X such that x E VII 
and Y C VII. Let 
R = {UII , VII, X - Y} 
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be an open coveing of X. The space X is a handy DW complex; it follows 
that R has a locally finite open refinement, say W' = {W:hEI. Let II = {i E 
I : W: n Y = 0} and let 12 = {i E 1 : W: n Y =J 0}. Next, for each i E I, let 
hi : X -+ IR be a function defined by 
if i E II 
if i E 12 
Let {J.ldiEI be a partition of unity subordinate to W', and let 
It is easy to see that the map l' : X -+ IR is smooth on X. Put 
and B = L J.lihi. 
iEl2 
Clearly, one has 
AlvlI = 0 and BlvlI = L J.lilvlI. 
iEl2 
Thus, 
1'lvlI = BlvlI. 
Note that 
1'ly = 1 
and 
Y c 1'-1(0, (0) eVil. 
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Since r is constant on each v-l(u), u E XjY, Corollary 1.1.2 says that r 
induces a smooth map r' : XjY --+ IR such that * E (r't l (0,00). Finally, 
since vlx _y : X - Y --+ XjY - {*} is a diffeomorphism, it follows that v( U") 
is an open neighbourhood of v(x). Moreover since U" n r- l (0,00) = 0, it 
follows that v(U") n (r')-l(O, (0) = 0. Hence, XjY is Hausdorff. 
Let E(X) and E(Y) be the families of cells of X and Y respectively. We 
define cells in XjY as follows. The O-cells are given by 
(XjY)O = {v(e) : e E E(X) - E(Y) and dim(e) = O} U {*}; 
for k > 0, define 
(Xjy)k = {v(e) : e E E(X) - E(Y) and dim(e) = k}. 
If (Xjy)(k) is the union of all cells of dimension::; k, then (Xjy)(k) 
U7=o(Xjy)i. Let e be a cell in X - Yj we define the characteristic map of 
v(e) as the composite vcI>e. The characteristic map of the cell * is defined to 
be the map cI>. : DO --+ *. 
We now prove that XjY satisfies all the 4 axioms defining a DW complex. 
(ld) XjY is the disjoint union of its cells. Indeed, the reason is that X - Y 
is a disjoint union of cells, X - Y is diffeomorphic to XjY - {*} and 
v(Y) = {*}. 
(2d) Let k > 0. If e is a k-cell in X - Y, then v(e) = v<Pe(Dk) = v(e). 
Since cI>e and v are quotients, it follows that vcI>e : Dk --+ v( e) is quo-
tient. Since vlx-y : X - Y --+ XjY - {*} is a diffeomorphism, then 
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Lemma 1.1.6 implies that each vie : e -+ v(e), e E E(X) - E(Y), is a 
diffeomorphism. But <I>e IDk : j)k -+ e, where e is a k-cell in X - Y, is 
a diffeomorphism, therefore v<I>e IDk : j)k -+ v( e) is a diffeomorphism. 
The case e = * is trivial. Hence, (2d) holds. 
(3d) Let e be a cell in X - Y. Since e is a union of finitely many cells in X, 
and since vlx-y: X - Y -+ XjY - {*} is a diffeomorphism, it follows 
that v( e) is also some fini te union of cells in X j Y. The cells in Y end 
up under v as *. 
(4d) Let us now show that v*(F) is in fact the structure coinduced on XjY 
by the inclusions v(e) -+ XjY, where e is a cell in X. Given f E v*(F), 
we have the following implications: f E v*(F) if and only if f 0 v E F. 
But f 0 v E F if and only if f lll(e) 0 vie E F(e) for each e E E, that is if 
and only if flll(e) : v(e) -+ R, where e is a cell of E, is smooth. Thus, 
a map f : XjY -+ R is in v*(F) if and only if flll(e)' e E E is smooth, 
as desired. 
o 
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Chapter 2 
ALTERNATIVE 
DESCRIPTION OF A DW 
COMPLEX 
This chapter shows how one can build up a DW complex by means of cells 
as in case of CW complexes. To define a CW complex in terms of attaching 
cells, one needs continuous maps to be able to attach cells to each other; 
whereas for a DW complex one requires smooth maps . These smooth maps 
are called attaching maps or characteristic maps. The attaching of cells is 
done progressively with respect to the dimensions of cells. More precisely, 
let X(O) be a discrete set of points. We call these points the O-cells. Then 
we attach the l-.:ells to X(O) to get X(1); afterwards we attach the 2-cells to 
X(1), and so on. 
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We will prove that this way of defining DW complexes is equivalent to the 
intrinsic definition of Chapter 1 only for finite DW complexes. 
In section 2 of this chapter, we will introduce the class of FW complexes . 
FW complexes are meant to be analogues of CW complexes in the category 
of Frolicher spaces. We will show that for any FW complex if one leaves aside 
the curves, one ends up with a DW complex. And we will also prove that 
if (X, F , C) is a Frolicher space whose underlying differential space (X, F) is 
a DW complex, then (X, F, C) is a FW complex with respect to the same 
collections of cells and characteristic maps of the DW complex (X, F). 
2.1 Building up a DW complex 
First we begin by recalling the construction of an adjunction space of two 
topological spaces. 
Definition Let X and Y be disjoint topological spaces, let A be a closed 
subset of X, and let f : A ---t Y be a continuous map. The adjunction space 
X Uf Y is the space (X U Y)/ "', where'" is the smallest equivalence relation 
identifying a E A with its image f(a) E Y. 
If we let 1/ : Xu Y ---t X Uf Y be the quotient map, then l/Iy : Y ---t X Uf Y 
is a homeomorphism of Y onto l/(Y), and l/Ix -A : X - A ---t X U f Y is a 
homeomorphism of X - A onto l/(X - A). See [18] or [1l]. 
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Definition Let X and Y be differential spaces, and let f : A ---* Y be a 
smooth map, where A is a non-empty closed subspace of X. Consider the 
coproduct X U Y and form a quotient space by identifying each set 
for y E Y, to a point. We denote this quotient space by X Uj Y and call it 
an adjunction space of X and Y determined by f or the differential space 
obtained from Y by attaching (or by gluing) X via f. 
Unless specified otherwise, if X Uj Y is the adjunction of differential spaces 
X and Y, we will assume that X is a handy differential space. 
Lemma 2.1.1 Let X Uj Y be an adjunction space) and f : A ---* Y is a 
smooth map carrying a closed subspace A of X into the differential space Y. 
If v : X U Y ---* X U j Y is the quotient map such that each a E A with its 
image f( a) collapse to a point) then the relation u rv v) u, v E X U Y) if and 
only if v( u) = v( v) is an equivalence relation on X U Y . 
Proof. Easy to check. D 
With the same notation of Lemma 2.1.1, we have 
Lemma 2.1.2 Let W be a differential space for which there exists a smooth 
surjective map h : X U Y ---* W such that) for u, v E X U Y) one has 
v(u) = v(v) if and only if h(u) = h(v). Then [u] f--t h(u) is a diffeomorphism 
X U j Y ---* W. Thus) X U j Y is unique up to a diffeomorphism. 
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Proof. Consider the diagram 
XUY 
~ 
1/ W 
~ 
-' 
-' 
-' 
-' 
XUj Y 
By hypothesis, the equivalence relation u rv V if and only if v( u) = v( v), 
u , v E X U Y, coincides with the equivalence relation Kerh. Thus, X U j Y = 
(X U Y)/Kerh' and Corollary 1.1.3 applies at once to show that the dashed 
arrow [u]i---t h(u) is a diffeomorphism. D 
Remark If F is t he differential structure of X and 9 the differential structure 
of Y, we shall denote by F U j 9 the differential structure on the adjunction 
XUj Y. 
If v : X U Y -+ X Uj Y is the quotient map, then vly : Y -+ v(Y) (resp. 
vlx-A : X - A -+ v(X - A)) maps the set Y (resp. X - A) bijectively 
onto v(Y) (resp. v(X - A)) . As we now show: vly and v lx-A are actually 
diffeomorphisms. 
Lemma 2.1.3 Let (X Uj Y,FUj 9) be the adjunction space of differential 
spaces (X, F) and (Y,9) by the smooth map f : A -+ Y, where A is closed 
in X . Let C := F Uj 9. If v : xu Y -+ X Uj Y is the quotient map, then 
any function a : v(Y) -+ IR such that a 0 vly E 9 is a structure map for the 
induced differential structure CI/(Y)' 
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Proof. First note that a 0 ViA = a 0 vly 0 Ly 0 f, where Ly : Y -+ Xu Y is an 
inclusion. Since, by hypothesis, aovly E 9, it follows that aovlyoLyOf E FA, 
and thus a 0 ViA E FA. By Lemma 1.2.17, there exists 9 E F such that 
glA = a 0 ViA. Now, let {3 : v(X - A) -+ IR be a function defined by 
for p E v(X - Aj. Define a map h : X UJ Y -+ IR by setting 
Readily, one has 
{ 
a(p) ifpEV(Y) 
h(p) = . 
{3(p) if p E v(X - A) 
h 0 vly 
h 0 ViA 
h 0 VIX-A 
a 0 vly, 
gIX-A. 
Since 9 is a smooth extension of a 0 ViA, it follows that h 0 vlx = g; therefore 
h E C. Hence a = hll/(Y) E Cl/(Y). o 
Lemma 2.1.4 Let (X Uj Y, F Uj 9) be the adjunction space of differential 
spaces (X, F) and (Y,9) by the smooth map f : A -+ Y from a closed 
subspace A of X into the differential space (Y,9). If v : xu Y -+ X Uj Y is 
the quotient map which identifies each a E A with its image f( a) E Y, then 
given C := F UJ 9, a function a : v(Y) -+ IR is in Cl/(Y) if and only if for 
each p E v(Y), there is a neighbourhood Up in the underlying topology of C 
such that 
(2.1 ) 
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and 
(2.2) 
Proof. Suppose for each p E II(Y), there is a neighbourhood Up in the 
topology of C such that conditions (2.1) and (2.2) hold. Since 1I-1(Up) n Y 
is an open set of the topology of y and since U{II-1(Up) n Y : p E II(Y)} is 
an open covering of Y, it follows that a 0 Illy E y. Thus, by Lemma 2.1.3, 
a E Cv(Y). 
Conversely, a function a : II(Y) -+ IR is in Cv(Y) if and only if for each point 
p E II(Y) there is a neighbourhood U of p in the topology of C such that 
alunv(Y) = glunv(Y), for some 9 E C. It follows that 
a 0 IIlv-1(unv(Y)) = go IIlv-l(unv(Y)). 
But 1I-1(U n II(Y)) = (1I-1(U) n Y) U (1I-1(U) n A), with Y n A = 0, so that 
and 
a 0 IIlv-1 (U)nA = 9 0 IIlv-1 (U)nA. 
By definition of quotient structure, 9 is a map of C if and only if 9 0 IIlx E F 
and go Illy E y. Therefore, 
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o 
Theorem 2.1.1 Let (X,F) be a handy differential space, let (Y,Q) be a 
differential space, and let (X Uj Y, FUj Q) be their adjunction space, determ-
ined by the map f : A -+ Y, where A is closed in X. Then the composite 
Y -+ Xu Y -+ X Uj Y 
is a diffeomorphism from Y to a subspace of X IJ j Y. 
Proof. If v : X U Y -+ X Uj Y is the quotient map, then obviously vlY 
is smooth and bijective. Now let us check that (vlY t1 is also smooth. For 
this purpose let fJ E Q; fJ 0 (vlY t1 is in CII(y) if and only if it satisfies the 
conditions given in Lemma 2.1.4. Clearly, if U is any open set in v(Y), then 
fJ 0 (vlY t1 0 VIIl-l(u)nY = fJllI-1(u)nY E QII-1(u)nY. 
On the other hand, since v-1(U) n X c A, then, for all a E v-1(U) n X, one 
has fJ 0 (vly t1 0 v(a) = fJ 0 f(a). Therefore 
fJ 0 (Vly)-l 0 VIIl-l(u)nA = fJ 0 flll-1(U)nA E FII-l (U)nA' 
o 
The next theorem is important when it is necessary to show that the under-
lying topological space of an adjunction of differential spaces is indeed an 
adjunction of the corresponding underlying topological spaces. 
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Theorem 2.1. 2 Let (X U f Y, F U f 9) be the adjunction space of (X, F) 
and (Y, 9)) obtained via the attaching map f : A -t Y) where A is closed in 
X. Then the composite 
X - A -t xu Y ~ X Uf Y 
maps X - A diJJeomorphically onto an open subset of X U f Y. 
Proof. It is clear that p := l/Ix -A is smooth and bijective. To show that 
p-1 is smooth we need to prove that for every 9 E FX-A, one has go p-1 E 
C,,(X-A). By definition, if 9 E FX-A, then for every point p EX - A, there is 
an open neighbourhood U of p contained in X - A (since X - A is open in 
X) such that glu = hlu for some h E F. Since th  underlying topology of F 
is generated by the collection of O'-,1(W), where a E F and W is an open set 
of JR, by virtue of Lemma 1.1.7, we can let U = 0'-1(0,00), with a E F and 
O'(x) 2:: 0 for all x E X. It is therefore obvious that A C 0'-1(0) . Suppose 
o'(p) = k > 0; choose a nonnegative smooth increasing function f3 : JR -t JR 
such that 
{ 
0 for t < 0 (J(t) = - , 
1 for k - E ~ t ~ k + E 
where E > 0 is chosen in such a way that p E O'- 1(k - E, k + E) C U. The 
composite (J 0 a is smooth and, on another hand, V := O'- 1 (k - E, k + E) is 
an open neighbourhood of p and is such that f3 0 alv = 1. It follows that 
glv = h· ((30 O')lv. Define a smooth map H : Xu Y -t JR by setting 
{ 
h(x) · (f3 0 O')(x) 
H(x) = 
o 
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Since (,6 0 a)(a) = 0 for all a E A, it follows that H is identically 0 on A. By 
its definition, H induces a smooth map fl : XU, Y -+ ~ such that 
_ { H(x) if x E X 
H(v(x)) = . 
o if x E Y 
It is evident that fl E C. In turn, since V is an open set containing p, it 
follows that the-:e is an open set (a,b) in ~ such that p E H- 1(a,b) c V. 
But V is contained in X - A, so that v(p) E fl- 1 (a,b) c v(V). Therefore, 
v( V) is an open neighbourhood of v(p). On another side, one has 
fllv(V) = h 0 p- 1 Iv(v) = 9 0 p- 1 Iv(v). 
Thus go p-l E Cv(X -A), and the proof is then done. D 
Theorems 2.1.1 and 2.1.2 lead to a theorem of particular importance, with 
the help of which we will provide another route to proving that the underlying 
topological space of a finite handy DW complex is a CW complex. 
Theorem 2.1.3 Let X be a Hausdorff handy differential space, let A be a 
compact closed subsapce of X, and let f : A -+ Y be a smooth map from A 
into a Hausdorff differential space Y. If C is the structure on the adjunction 
XU, Y determined by the quotient map v : X U Y -+ XU, Y, then every 
subset U of X Uf Y such that V-I (U) is open in XU Y is open in the topology 
of C. Thus, XU, Y acquires the quotient topology from X IJ Y. 
Proof. First note that v-l(U) is open in X U Y if and only if V-l(U) n Y is 
open in Y and v-l(U)nX is open in X. Now let p be a point in Unv(Y); there 
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is q E 11-1 (U) n Y such that II( q) = p. Suppose that q E 11-1 (U) n (Y - f(A)). 
Since 1I-1(U) n (Y - f(A)) is an open subset of Y, there is a nonnegative 
structure map gl : Y ~ IR such that q E gll(O, 00) C 1I-1(U) n (Y - f(A)). 
Thus, gllf(A) = 0. In addition, let g2 : X ~ IR be the identically zero map, 
and define h : XU Y ~ IR by h = gl U g2. Define h* : X Uf Y ~ IR such that 
h* 0 Illy 
h* ollix 0' , 
h* is well defined since h* 0 lilA = ° = h* Olllf(A)' Thus, h* E C; and since 
q E gll(O,oo) C 1I-1(U) nY, it follows that p E (h*tl(O,oo) C Un II(Y). 
Now suppose that the point p is such that there is q E f(A) with p = lI(q). 
So f(A) n (1I-1(U) n Y) =I 0. Since q E 1I-1(U) n Y and 1I-1(U) n Y is 
open in Y, there is a nonnegative smooth map F : Y ~ IR such that q E 
F-1(0, 00) C 1I-1(U) n Y. It follows that F 0 f : A ~ IR is smooth and if q is 
a point of A such that f( q) = q then ij E (F 0 f)-I (0,00) C 11-1 (U) n A. Let 
rEA. There exist an open neighbourhood Ur C X of r and a smooth map 
gr : X ~ IR such that F 0 flurnA = grlUrnA. If gr(r) =I 0, then F 0 f(r) =I 0 
and r E (F 0 f)-1(0, 00) C 1I-1(U) n A; one can in that case choose a 
smaller open neighbourhood Wr of r, contained in 11-1 (U) n X, such that 
FoflwrnA = grlWrnA and gr(s) =I ° for each s E Wr. Since A is compact, 
one needs only finitely many Uri' i = 1, ... ,n, to cover A. Consider the 
covering U = {Uri"" ,Urn' X - A} of X where, if F 0 f(rt) =I 0, then 
Uri = Wr/. Let {Aj}jEJ be a smooth partition of unity subordinate to U. 
Suppose here that V = {Vj LEJ is a locally finite open refinement of U such 
that SUpp(Aj) C Vj for all j E J. If Vj C Wr / for some l E {I, ... ,n}, let 
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Hj : X ---* IR be the smooth map Hj = 9rl' So Hj!wrlnA = F 0 flwrlnA. If 
Vj c X - A or if Vj CUrl' where Uri is a neighbourhood of T/ such that 
F 0 f(T/) = 0, define Hj = O. Set H = L-jEJAjHj. Obviously H is smooth 
on X. Let x E H-1(0,00). Then Aj(x)Hj(x) i- 0 for somej. But Aj(X) i- 0 
implies that x E Vj. Moreover, since Hj(x) i- 0 it follows that Vj is contained 
in some Wrl . But Wrl C V-I(U) n X, therefore x E V-l(U) n X and hence 
H-1(0,00) C V-I(U) n X. Consider the smooth map H U F: XU Y ---* IR; 
since HIA = F 0 flA there is a smooth map h : X Uj Y ---* IR such that 
h 0 v = H U F and p E h- I (0,00) C U. 
Now, suppose that p is a point in Unv(X -A) and suppose that its preimage 
by v is a point T in V-l(U) n (X - A). Since V-l(U) n (X - A) is open, 
there is a nonnegative smooth function [ E F such that T E [-I (0,00) C 
V-I(U) n (X - 11). Therefore, A C [-1(0). Define d: X U Y ---* IR by setting 
{ 
l(x) if x E X 
d(x) = . 
o if x E Y 
Since l(x) = 0 for all x E A, it follows that d induces a map d : X Uj Y ---* IR 
such that 
- { d(x) if x E X d(v(x)) = 
o if x E Y 
Clearly dEC and p E d-I(O, 00) c Un v(X - A). 
We conclude that for all p E U there is a smooth map h E C such that 
p E h -I (0, 00) cU. Therefore U is open for the underlying topology of C. 0 
Theorem 2.1.3 establishes a result whereby, given a Hausdorff handy differ-
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ential space X and a Hausdorff differential space Y, if A is a compact closed 
subspace of X and if X Uj Y is an adjunction in differential spaces of X and 
Y then the underlying space of X U j Y is an adjunction in the category of 
topological spaces. The reason is indeed the fact that the underlying topo-
logy of the differential space X U j Y is the quotient topology determined by 
the map v. 
A case of particular importance is the case whereby X is a coproduct of 
finitely many disjoint euclidean balls and A is the coproduct of boundaries 
of balls of X. More explicitly, let A be a finite indexing set, let 
X = D := U{ D~ 10' E A, n E I} 
and 
A = S := U{S~-lIO' E A, n E I}, 
where D~ is the a-copy of the euclidean ball Dn, S~-l is the boundary of D~ 
and I is a finite subset of N. Let 
An = {a E AI D~ eX}, 
and for each a E An, let <I>~ : S~-l ---* Y be a smooth map carrying S~-l into 
the Hausdorff differential space Y and let f : S ---* Y be the map f = UoEA <I>~. 
nEI 
The space D Uj Y is called the space obtained by attaching finitely many 
cells D~ to Y. 
Lemma 2.1.5 Let Dn = UaEAnD~. As Dn is a handy Hausdorff differential 
space, then ifY is a Hausdorff differential space, the space, DnUj Y, obtained 
by attaching finitely many copies D~ of Dn is Hausdorff. 
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Proof. Note that Dn, as a coproduct of handy differential spaces D~, a E 
An, is a handy differential space by virtue of Lemma 1.2.16. In light of 
Theorem 2.1.3, the underlying topological space of the adjunction DnUf Y is 
an adjunction of underlying topological spaces of Dn and Y. By Proposition 
2.1, page 45, in [11], since Y is a Hausdorff topological space, it follows that 
the topological space Dn Uf Y is Hausdorff. Thus the adjunction taken in 
differential spaces is Hausdorff. o 
Lemma 2.1.6 Let X be a DW complex oj dimension n, having finitely 
many cells oj dimension n, let A be the set indexing the n-cells, and Jor each 
a E A, let D~ U4>~ x(n-l) be the adjunction obtained Jrom x(n-l) by attaching 
a copy oj the closed ball D~ by means oj a smooth map <I>~ : S~-l ~ x(n-l) . 
Let Dn = UO'Ei\iJ~, sn-l = UO'Ei\S~-l be coproducts, taken in VIFF, and 
let J: sn-l ~ x(n-l) be the map given by f = UO'Ei\<I>~. Then Dn Uf x(n-l) 
is a D W complex, diffeomorphic to x. 
Proof. Let v : Dn U x(n-l) ~ Dn Uf x(n-l) be the quotient map defining 
the adjunction Dn Uf x(n-l); as x(n-l) is Hausdorff, it follows from Lemma 
2.1.5 that the differential space Dn Uf x(n-l) is Hausdorff. 
Let (E,<I», where <I> = {<I>e: e E E}, be a DW decomposition of X. For 
k =1= n, define k-cells in Dn Uf x(n-l) by 
(Dn Uf x(n-l))k = {v(e): e is a k-cell in X}, 
and define n-cells in Dn Uf x(n-l) by 
(Dn Uf x(n-l)t = {v(D~ - S~-l): a E A}. 
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If (Dn U j x(n-l) )(k) denotes the union of all cells in Dn U j x(n-l) of dimension 
::; k, then for k < n, v(X(k)) = (Dn Uj x(n-l))(k). The differential structure 
on Dn U j X n - 1) 1S the collection of functions I : Dn U j X n - 1) -t IR such that 
111I(e) is smooth for every closed cell e in x(n-l) and 111I(D~) is smooth for 
every a E A. Next, let En-l be the family of all cells in x(n-l) and define the 
characteristic map of v(e), for each e E En-I, as the composite v<Pe; and for 
each a E A define VID~ as the characteristic map of the n-cellv(D~ - S~-I). 
If 
E' = {v(e): e E En-I} u {v(D~ - S~-l): a E A} 
and 
<P' = {v<Pe: e E En-I} u {VID~: a E A}, 
we want to show that (E', <p') defines a DW structure on Dn Uj x(n-l). To 
this end, we verify the four axioms in the definition of DW complex. 
(ld) Since En-l partitions x(n-I) and since Theorems 2.1.1 and 2.1.2 in this 
context imply respectively that x(n-l) is diffeomorphic to v(x(n-l)) and 
Dn - sn-l is diffeomorphic to v(Dn - sn-I), it follows that Dn Uj x(n-l) is 
a disjoint union of its cells. 
(2d) As x(n-l) is diffeomorphic to v(x(n-l)) and Dn - sn-I is diffeomorphic 
to v(Dn - sn-l), every map v<Pe is a quotient map and every map VID~ is 
also a quotient map. Moreover, since <PelDk is a diffeomorphism, it follows 
that v<PelDk : b k -t v(e) is a diffeomorphism. On another side, Dn - sn-I 
being diffeomorphic to v(Dn - sn-l) implies that for each a E A, VIDn : 
o 
b~ -t v(b~) is a diffeomorphism. 
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(3d) If e is a k-cell in En-I, then v(e) = v<I>e(Dk) = v(e); since e is contained 
in a finite union of cells in x(n-l), it follows that v( e) is also contained in a 
finite union of cells in Dn Uj x(n-l). Now, consider a E A. Since <I>~(S~-l) 
is compact in x(n-l), there is a finite DW sub complex Y in X n- 1 containing 
<I>~(S~-l). But Vlx(n-1J is a diffeomorphism, therefore v<I>~(S~-I) is contained 
in a finite DW sub complex v(Y). Thus 
v(D~ - S~-l) = v(D~ - S~-l) u v<I>:(S~-l) c v(D~ - S~-l) U v(Y), 
and since v(D~) C v(D~ - S~-l), it follows that v(D~) meets only finitely 
many cells. 
(4d) Let n be the differential structure on Dn Uj x(n-l) coinduced by the 
map v: Dnux(n-l) ~ Dnujx(n-l). Suppose that F(D~) is the differential 
structure of the ball D~, a E A, and suppose that the differential structure 
on v(e) is given by v*(F(e)) = {g E ~1I(e): go vie E F(e)} , and that on 
v(D~) is given by v*(F(D~)) = {g E ~II(D:::): go VID:; E F(D~)}. Define 
M = {v(e) ~ D n Uj x(n-l): e E En-I} U {v(D:) ~ D n Uj x(n-l): a E A}; 
we claim that 
n = coind {M}. 
Indeed, let FEn; by definition of n, FEn if and only if FOVlx(n-1J E F and 
FOVIDn E UaEAF(D~). But FOVlx(n-1J E F if and only if Fovle E F(e) for 
each cell e in x(n-l), that is FIII(e) E v*(F(e)) for each e. Likewise F 0 VIDn 
holds if and only if F 0 VID:; E F(D~) for each a E A, or if and only if 
FIII(D:;) E v*(F(D~)), for each a E A. It follows from this argument that 
FEn if and only if F E coind {M}; thus n = coind{M}. 
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Finally, to prove that Dn Uj x(n-l) is diffeomorphic to X, it will suffice to 
show that 
7r : D n U x(n-l) --t X, 
where 7r equals inclusion on x(n-l) and the map <I>~ on D~, IS a quotient 
map. 
Obviously, 7r is surjective. Let h : X --t lR be a structure function on X. 
Since hl~;:(D;:) 0 <I>~ is smooth for every a: E A, it follows that (h 0 7r)IDn IS 
smooth. We know that (h 0 7r)lx(n-1) is smooth. Thus, 7r is smooth. 
Now suppose that h : X --t lR is a function such that h 0 7r is smooth on 
Dn U x(n-l). Then, 
(1) (h 0 7r)lx(n-l) = hlx(n-l) is smooth. 
(2) (h 0 7r)ID;: = hl~;:(D;:) 0 <I>~ is smooth on D~ for each a: E A. 
The first condition implies that hie is smooth on e, whenever dim e < n. 
Since for each c' E A, <I>~ is a quotient, the second condition implies that 
h Ie is smooth on e, where e is an n-cell. Thus h is smooth on X, so 7r is a 
quotient map, as desired. o 
Conversely, we have 
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Lemma 2.1. 7 Let Y be a DW complex of dimension n-I) let Dn = UaEAD~ 
be a finite coproduct of closed n-balls D~) let sn-l = UaEAS~-l be the cop-
roduct of boundaries of the n-balls D~) and let f : sn-l --t Y be a smooth 
map. Then the adjunction space X := Dn Uf Y formed from Y and Dn by 
means of f is a DW complex) and Y is its n - I-skeleton. 
Proof. Let v : Dn U Y --t X be the hypothesized quotient map. Now Dn 
is a handy Hausdorff differential space and Y is Hausdorff by hypothesis; by 
Lemma 2.1.5 it follows that X is Hausdorff. 
Consider Y to be a subspace of X; then v equals inclusion on Y, and equals 
f on sn-l. Define the open cells of X to be 
E(X) = {v(e): e E E(Y)} U {v(b~) : a E A} 
and the characteristic maps to be 
<I>(X) = {v<I>e : e E E(Y)} u {VID:; : a E A}, 
where E(Y) is the collection of cells of Y. 
Let us prove that (E(X), <I>(X)) defines a DW structure on X. 
(ld) Clearly X is a disjoint union of its cells. 
(2d) It is also clear that every v<I>e is a quotient and every VID:; is a quo-
tient. Since Y is diffeomorphic to v(Y), it follows that v<I>elDk maps b k 
diffeomorphically onto v<I>e(b k ), k < n. Likewise, since Dn - sn-l is dif-
feomorphic to v(Dn - sn-l), it follows that vlD:; maps diffeomorphically b~ 
onto v(b~). 
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(3d) We have already noted that the map VID~ maps fJ~ diffeomorphically 
onto the set v( fJ~). By construction, VID~ maps S~-l into Y. Since v( S~-l ) 
is compact in Y, there is a finite DW sub complex Y' in Y containing V(S~-l). 
But vly is an identity, therefore v(D~) meets only finitely many cells. Now 
consider a k-cell e in Y. It is trivial that v(e) = v~e(Dk) = v(e) is contained 
in a finite union of cells of v(Y) . Thus condition (3d) is satisfied. 
(4d) follows readily. Suppose f : X -t IR is a smooth structure on X. It 
follows that f 0 v : nn u Y -t IR is smooth. But nn u Y being a disjoint 
union, so one has f 0 v is smooth if and only if simultaneously (J 0 V)IDn is 
smooth and (J 0 v) Iy is smooth. Note as well that (J 0 v) IDn is smooth if 
and only if (J 0 V)ID~ is smooth for each D:. But VID~ is a quotient, therefore 
flv(D~) is smooth. Since v is the identity on Y, flv(e) is smooth for every cell 
v( e). 
Now let f : X -t IR be such that flv(e) is smooth for every v(e) in v(Y) and 
. flv(D~) is smooth for every a E A. It is clear that f 0 v is smooth on nn u Y . 
Since v is a quotient, it follows that f is smooth, as desired. o 
Theorem 2.1.4 A differential space X is a DW complex with finitely many 
cells if and only if there is a sequence of subspaces Xo C Xl C ... C Xm = X 
such that X = L::::oXn and the following properties hold. 
(i) Xo is a discrete space. 
(ii) For each n > OJ there is an indexing set An and a family of smooth 
maps {~~ : S~-l -t Xn-11 a E An} so that 
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where Dn = U{D~: a E An} and f = U<I>~. 
(ii) If F is the differential structure of X and Fn is the structure induced 
on Xn by the inclusion Xn --+ X, then a function a : X --+ IR is in F if 
and only if alxn E Fn for each n 2:: O. 
Proof. Suppose that X is a DW complex with finitely many cells and 
Xn = x(n), the ''l-skeleton. The n-skeletons form an ascending sequence of 
subspaces XeD) c X(I) c ... C x(m) such that x(m) = X. Since XeD) is a 
DW complex on its own and any function a : XeD) --+ IR belongs to FD, it 
follows that each subset of XeD) is open in X(D). Thus xeD) is discrete, and 
hence (i) holds . For (ii), suppose that the collection of n-cells of X is given 
by {eO' E E: a E An}; if <I>;Q : = <I>~ : Dn --+ X is the characteristic map 
of the cell eO' then <I>: maps sn-I into x(n-I) . A function a : x(n) --+ IR is 
smooth on x(n) if and only if ale is smooth on e for each cell e in x(n-l) and 
ale is smooth on e for each n-cell e. If we let vn : Dn U x(n-I) --+ x(n) equal 
inclusion on x(n-I) and the map 
on D:, then one can show that x(n) is diffeomorphic to the adjunction space 
formed from x(n-I) and Dn, by means of a smooth map f = U<I>~. Indeed, 
one first notes that vn (x) = vn (<I>~ (x)) for all x E S~-I. Now to assert 
that x(n) is an adjunction space, it suffices to show that v n is a quotient 
map. Obviously v n is smooth and surjective. Suppose that f : x(n) --+ IR is 
smooth. Then: 
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(1) f Ie is smooth for all closed cell e of dimension ::; n - 1. 
(2) f 0 <I>~ : D~ ---+ lR is smooth for each Q E A. 
Conditions (1) and (2) imply that if f : x(n) ---+ lR is smooth then, its pullback 
f 0 lin : Dn U x(n-l) ---+ lR is smooth. 
Now we need to show that every function f : x(n) ---+ lR such that f 0 lin : 
Dn U x(n-l) ---+ lR is smooth is smooth on x(n). Indeed , f 0 lin is smooth on 
Dn U x(n-l) if and only if flx(n-l) is smooth on x(n-l) and flD is smooth 
on Dn . In terms of cells, we will have that fie is smooth for every closed cell 
of dimension :S n - 1 and f 0 <I>~ is smooth for each Q E A. But f 0 <I>~ is 
smooth if and only if fie is smooth on e = <I>~(Dn). So f is smooth on every 
closed cell of dimension < n. Thus f is smooth on x(n), and hence x(n) is 
an adjunction space. 
Finally, a function () E lR x is a smooth map if and only if () Ie is smooth for 
each e E E; that is , if and only if ()Ix(n) is smooth for each n ~ O. Thus 
(iii) is also satisfied. Conversely, suppose that X is a differential space 
satisfying conditions (i), (ii) and (iii). Since Xo is discrete , it is therefore a 
O-dimensional DW complex; thus by means of Lemma 2.1.6, each Xn is an 
n-dimensional DW complex. If lin : Dn U X n - 1 ---+ Dn Uj X n - 1 = Xn is the 
quotient map defining the adjunction X n , and if l-n : Xn ---+ X is an inclusion 
map carrying Xn into X, we let 
to be the characteristic map of an n-cell eo. Now suppose that En is the 
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family of cells of the DW complex X n , n ~ O. Define 
and 
E = U{En: n ~ O} 
<I> = { constant maps to Xo} U U {l,n 0 vnID:;: a E An} 
n~l 
The pair (E, <I» defines a DW structure on X. Indeed, it is easy to see that 
the required axioms for a DW complex are fulfilled: 
(ld) X = U{En: n ~ O}, which is a disjoint union. 
(2d) Since X = U~oXn and for each n ~ 0, and Xn is a DW complex, it 
follows that if x(n) denotes the collection of all cells in E of dimension :s; n, 
then x(n) = X n. Thus, if e is an n-cell in E and if given <I>e = l,n 0 Vn-IID:;, 
then <I>e : (Dn, sn-l) -+ (e U x(n-l), x(n-l)) is a relative diffeomorphism. 
(3d) For each cell e E E, there is an n ~ 0 such that e E En . Since Xn is a 
DW complex and is contained in X, it follows that e is contained in a finite 
union of cells of X; thus (3d) holds. 
( 4d) is trivial. D 
Theorem 2.1.4 serves as a stepping stone to proving the following theorem 
Theorem 2.1.5 The underlying space of a finite DW complex zs a CW 
complex. 
Proof. Let X be a finite DW complex. Its skeletons X(k), k = 0,1, .. . ,n 
are all closed subspaces of X such that X = Uk=oX(k) and satisfy conditions 
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(i), (ii) and (iii) of Theorem 2.1.4. Under the notation of Theorem 2.l.4, 
we have 
X X (n) nn u nn-l U nn-2 U U X(D) = = In In-I In-2 . .. II , 
where jk = UaEAk <I>~, k = 1, . .. ,n. By Theorem 2.1.3, since every n k is a 
handy differential space and X(D) is a Hausdorff differential space, it follows 
that X has the quotient topology determined by 
Thus the underlying space of X is a CW complex. o 
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2.2 FW complexes 
For easy reference, we define Frolicher spaces. Let X be any set, let F be a 
collection of real-valued functions on X, let C be a collection of maps IR -t X, 
and let M be the set of smooth maps IR -t lR. 
Definition The triple (X, F, C) is a Frolicher space provided: 
(i) foe E M for all f E F and c E C 
(ii) 4?C = {f : X -t IRI foe E M for all c E C} = F 
(iii) fF = {c : lR -t XI foe E M for all f E F} = C. 
See [7]. The pair (F, C) is said to be a Frolicher structure. As one may 
have noticed, the functions determine the curves and vice versa the curves 
determine the functions. The topology corresponding to the Frolicher struc-
ture (F, C) is the initial topology defined by the functions of F. Suppose 
that (Fl' Cd and (F2' C2) are two Frolicher structures on the set X such that 
C1 C C2. It follows that Fl = 4?Cl :::> 4?C2 = F2. However if (F1 ,Cd and 
(F2' C2) were such that Fl C F2, then one would have C1 = f F1 :::> f F2 = C2. 
In other words, the operator 4? (resp. f) reverses the inclusion relation 
between two sets of curves (resp. functions). 
In [3], it is shown that if (X, F, C) is a Frolicher space, then (X, F) is a differ-
ential space. Thus (X, F, C) is Hausdorff if and only if the underlying differ-
ential space (X, F) is Hausdorff. Let (X, F(X), C(X)) and (Y, F(Y), C(Y)) 
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be two Frolicher spaces. A map f : (X, F(X), C(X)) -+ (Y, F(Y), C(Y)) 
is a map of Frolicher spaces and is said to be (Frolicher) smooth provided 
f: (X,F(X)) -+ (Y,F(Y)) is a map of differential spaces. Frolicher spaces 
as objects with smooth maps as morphisms form a category. As in [3], we 
will adopt the expressions FR£ for the category of Frolicher spaces. Fur-
thermore, in order to avoid ambiguity between maps in FR£ and maps in 
VIFF, we will use prefixes" F" and "d" to indicate that one is dealing with 
Frolicher smooth maps and differential smooth maps respectively. 
It is proved in [7] that the category FR£ is cartesian closed. For cartesian 
closedness, see [12]. 
Definition A surjective map q : (X, F(X), C(X)) -+ (Y, F(Y), C(Y)) of 
Frolicher spaces is called a quotient map provided f E F(Y) if and only if 
foq E F(X). The F-structure (F(Y),C(Y)) is called the quotient structure 
on Y, induced by q. 
It is easy to show that if q: (X,F(X),C(X )) -+ (Y,F(Y) ,C(Y) ) is a quotient 
map of Frolicher spaces , then , given the forgetful! functor U : FR£ -+ 
VIFF, clearly q = U(q) : (X, F(X)) -+ (Y, F(Y)) is a quotient map of the 
associated differential spaces. Therefore quotients in FR£ are the same as 
quotients in VIFF. 
Lemma 2.2.1 Let X be any set, and let Fa be a family of real-valued func-
tions on X. Then the pair (F, C), where 
C = {c : IR -+ XI foe E M for all f E Fa} = r Fa 
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F = {f : x -+ IRI f 0 c E M for all c E C} = 4> 1'Fo, 
defines a Frolicher structure on X, called the Frolicher structure generated 
by Fo and denoted gen(Fo). 
Proof. See [7J. D 
It is clear that if (F, C) = gen(Fo), then Fo C F. 
Lemma 2.2.2 Let (X, F, C) be a Frolicher space and let Fo be a set of real-
valued functions on X such that Fo C F. Then if (F', C') is the Frolicher 
structure generated by Fo} it follows that 
(i) C C C' 
(ii) F' c F. 
Proof. Easy verification. o 
Lemma 2.2.3 Let X be any set} and let Co be a family of curves into X. 
Then the pair (F, C) where 
F = {f : X -+ IRI f 0 c E M for all c E Co} = 4>Co 
C = {c : IR -+ XI f 0 c E M for all f E F} = l' 4>Co, 
defines a Frolicher structure on X, called the Frolicher structure generated 
by Co and denoted gen( Co). 
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Proof. See [7]. o 
Definition Let (X, F, C) be a Frolicher space, and let A be a subset of X. 
Then the Frolicher space (A,F(A),C(A)) where (F(A),C(A)) = gen(FIA), 
is said to be a F::'olicher subspace of (X, F, C). 
Definition Let {Ii: (Xi, Fi, Cd ---+ X, i E I} be a family of set maps, where 
triples (Xi,Fi,C;) are Frolicher spaces, and let 
C* = {Ii 0 Ci : lR. ---+ X I Ci E Ci, i E I}. 
The Frolicher structure generated on X by C· is called the final structure 
corresponding to maps {Ii: (Xi, Fi, Ci) ---+ X} and is denoted 
fin ( {Iii i E I}). 
It has as structure functions the set 
See [7] for initial structures. 
The FW complexes that we are about to introduce are defined pretty much 
like DW complexes. The "F" in "FW" stands for Frolicher and the "W" 
comes from "CW". 
In the setting of FW complexes, the triple (D\F(Dk),C(Dk)) will denote 
the unit closed k-ball, equipped with its Frolicher subspace structure. 
Definition A k-cell e of a Frolicher space X is a diffeomorphic image of the 
interior of the unit closed ball Dk. 
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Definition A Hausdorff Frolicher space (X, F, C) is said to be a FW complex 
or a Frolicher CW complex with respect to a family of cells E provided: 
(If) X = U{ e: e E E} (disjoint union) 
(2f) For each k-cell e E E, the smooth map <I>e : (Dk,F(Dk),C(Dk)) --t 
(e,F(e),C(e)) is a quotient and maps the subspace (Dk,F(bk),C(Dk)) 
diffeomorphically onto the subspace (e,F(e),C(e)). 
(3f) if e is a k-cell in X, then e := <I>e(Dk) is contained in a union of finitely 
many cells of dimension ::; k. 
(4f) the Frolicher structure on X is the final structure corresponding to the 
set {(e,FU),C(e)) --t X : e E E} of inclusions. 
By the k-cells of a FW complex (X, F, C), we mean the elements e E E. 
Lemma 2.2.4 Let {(Xi,F(X;),C(Xi)); i E I} be a family of Frolicher 
spaces and let {fi : Xi --t X}iEI be a family of set maps. Suppose that 
FF(X) is the set of functions for the final Frolicher structure induced by the 
fi) and suppose on the other hand that Fd(X) is the coinduced differential 
structure corresponding to {fi: (Xi,F(Xi)) --t X}iE/. Then) 
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Proof. According to [15], 
Fd(X) = {J : X -+ IRI J 0 Ji E F(Xd for all i E I}, 
which is exactly the set FF (X) of structure functions for the final Frolicher 
structure corresponding to the functions Ji. D 
It is equally interesting to check whether the partial dual of Lemma 2.2.4 
holds. 
Lemma 2.2.5 Let (Y, F(Y), C(Y)) be a Frolicher space. Suppose that FF(X) 
is the set oj Junctions Jor the initial Frolicher structure induced by the set 
map \]I : X -+ Y and suppose that Fd(X) is the differential structure induced 
by \]I : X -+ (Y, F(Y)). Then 
Proof. Note first that the initial Frolicher structure induced on X by \]I is 
given by 
C(X) = {c : IR -+ XI J 0 III 0 c E M for all J E F(Y)} 
and 
FF(X) = {J : X -+ IRI foe E M for all c E C(X)} . 
Note as well that if 
F* = {J 0 Ill : J E F (Y)} , 
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then 
Fd(X) = gen( {F}). 
Let j E Fd(X) and let p E X be any point. Then there exist jl, ... ,jn E 
F(Y) such that 
where Up is a neighbourhood of p for the underlying topology of F*, and 
where w E coo(lRn). Thus 
for all c E C(X). It is easy to see that W 0 (II 0 \II 0 c, ... ,jn 0 \II 0 c) : IR ---+ IR 
is smooth. Since {c- 1(Up ): p E X, c E C(X)} is an open covering of 1R, 
it follows from (2.3) that joe: IR ---+ IR is smooth for all c E C(X). Hence 
j E FF(X) , and so Fd(X) C FF(X). 0 
The reverse inclusion FF(X) C Fd(X) does not always hold. As a matter 
of fact, consider the set Q of rationals. If iQ : Q ---+ IR is an inclusion map 
and IR := (1R, F(IR),C(IR)) is the usual real Frolicher space, then the initial 
Frolicher structure corresponding to iQ is defined by 
C(Q) = Q and 
Whereas 
It is clear that Fd(Q) is strictly contained in FF(Q). 
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We let IR+,F denote the set IR+ = {r E IRI r ~ O} endowed with its Frolicher 
subspace structure as a subset of IR. Similarly 1R+,d will denote the set IR+, 
equipped with its differential structure as a subset of IR. It is shown in [2] that 
U(IR+,F) = 1R+,d, where U : Fn£ ---+ VIFF is the forgetful functor. This 
means that IR+,F, as a Frolicher space, has the same functions that it has as 
a differential space. We also let IRF denote the realline, viewed as a Frolicher 
space, and IRd denote the real line, viewed as a differential space. However 
instead of using the too cumbersome notation IRF x F IR+,F to denote the 
product of IRF with IR+,F in Fn£, we will use the notation IR x F IR+ rather. 
Similarly IR Xd IR+ will denote the product of IRd with 1R+,d in VIFF. 
Let J be an infinite indexing set. Consider a topology on IR J having for basis 
the family B of open sets of the form U = XiEJUj , where, for finitely many 
j, Uj = (aj - Cj, aj + Cj) with aj, Cj E IR and Cj > 0, and Uj = IR otherwise. 
Definition [4] A function f : IRJ ---+ IR depends locally at p E IRJ on finitely 
many variables if there is a basic open set U E B containing p and a finite 
number of indices j1, ... ,jm E J such that 
for some smooth function 
In addition to the above definition, we will need the two following lemmas 
on infinite products in categories Fn£ and VIFF, which have been lucidly 
proved in [4]. 
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Lemma 2.2.6 Let J be an infinite set. Every F -smooth function f : IR J -+ 
IR is d-smooth if and only ii given any point p E IR J, f depends locally at p 
on finitely many variables. (The topology on IRJ is the topology generated by 
the basis B.) 
Lemma 2.2.7 Let J be an infinite set. The countable product lRJ has, as 
a differential space, the same functions that it has as a Frolicher space. 
Now, let us show 
Lemma 2.2.8 Let J be a countable set. The product lRJ x lR+ has, as 
a differential space, the same structure functions that it has as a Frolicher 
space. 
Proof. Lemma 2.2.7 says that the structure functions for the product 
Frolicher structure on lRJ +1 := lR~+l are the same as the structure func-
tions for the product differential structure defined on lRJ+l := lR~+l. So the 
differential space lR J X d lR is diffeomorphic to the underlying differential space 
of the Frolicher space IR J xFlR. (We use notations lRJ XdlR and lR J xFIR in 
lieu of lR~+l and lR~+l respectively, because soon we will compare structure 
functions on lRJ Xd lR+ to those on lRJ XF lR+.) Let 7] : lRF -+ lR+,F be a 
function defined by setting 7]( x) = x2 . It is shown in [2] that 7] is a quotient 
map in FR£. Since in cartesian closed categories such as FR£ the product 
of an identity map with a quotient is again a quotient, it follows that the 
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map 
is a quotient in FR£. Since the diagram 
U(IRJ XF 1R) 
jU(I" ,,) 
where U : FR£ ----* DIFF is the forgetful functor, commutes, it follows that 
U(IRJ XF 1R+) has a finer structure than IR J Xd 1R+. 
Let f: IR J XF 1R+ ----* IR be F-smooth map and P = ((pj)jEJ,a) E IR J XF IR+. 
Let a = O. Since the F-smooth map f 0 (1 x'r]) : IR J XF IR ----* IR is, by Lemma 
2.2.7, d-smooth on IRJ Xd IR, Lemma 2.2.6 says there is an open set V E B of 
P in IR J X IR such that f 0 (1 x 'r]) depends on only fini tely many coordinates 
on V. The open set may be of the form 
where for finitely many j, Uj is an arbitrarily small neighbourhood of Pj and 
where b > 0 is taken arbitrarily small. Now, let W = (1 x'r])(V). It is clear 
that W = x JEJUj x [0, b), and f depends on only finitely many coordinates 
on W. 
Let a > 0 and W' = xjEJUj x (b,c) with 0 < b < a < c. Then 
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As above, f 0 (1 x T/) depends on only finitely many coordinates on an 
open neighbourhood XjEJUj x (-y'c., -Vb) of ((Pj)jEJ, -Va) (resp. on an 
open neighbourhood XjEJUj x (Vb, y'c.) of ((Pj)jEJ, Va). It follows then 
that f depends on only finitely many coordinates on an open neighbour-
hood XjEJUj x (b, c) of each p. Thus, by Lemma 2.2.6, f is d-smooth on a 
neighbourhood of p. Hence, the proof is complete. o 
Let J be finite. The set H = IR J X IR+ is a half plane in JRJ+l. Let X be a 
smooth manifold with boundary. The question of smoothness at boundary 
points for a map f : X -+ IR is decided in terms of the notion of smoothness 
for maps 9 : H -+ IR. Since the notion of smooth functions for IR J X d IR+ -+ JR 
and IR J X F IR+ -+ IR are the same, the notion of smooth map f : X -+ IR from 
the standpoint of Frolicher spaces is the same as that from the standpoint of 
differential spaces. We thus have: 
Corollary 2.2.1 The unit ball Dk, kEN, as a submanifold of IRk from 
the differential space or Frolicher space point of view has the same structure 
functions when viewed as a differential or Frolicher subspace of IRk. 
Lemma 2.2.9 Let (X,F(X),C(X)) be a FW complex, and let Y be a 
Frolicher subspace of X made up of cells e of X such that if e is a cell 
in Y then e is also in Y. Assume that q,; (resp. q,;) is the characteristic 
map associated to the cell e of X (resp. Y) and assume furthermore that, 
for each cell e of X contained in Y, one has q,; = q,;. Then, Y is a FW 
complex on its own right. 
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Proof. That (If), (2f) and (3f) are verified is easy to check. Denote by 
E(Y) the collection of cells of Y. It remains to show that Y has the Frolicher 
structure corresponding to the inclusions e ~ Y, e E E(Y). 
Let (F(Y),C(Y)) be the Frolicher structure induced by the inclusion iy 
Y ~ (X, F(X),C(X)). Let 
F" = {fly: f E F(X)}. 
Then 
C (Y) = {c : IR ~ Y I i Y 0 c E C (X)} = r F" 
Clearly, if 9 E F*, then every gle is smooth. Therefore, if 
Q = {f : Y ~ IRI fie E F(e) for all e E E(Y)}, 
then F" c Q. Since Q is the set of functions for the Frolicher structure 
induced by the inclusions (e, F( e), C( e)) ~ Y, it follows, by Lemma 2.2.2, 
that F(Y) c Q. 
Using the fact that the unit closed ball Dk, as a differential subspace of 
(IRk, F(lRk)), has the same functions that it has as a Frolicher subspace of 
(lRk,F(lRk),C(lRk)) and since quotients in FR.£ are the same as quotients in 
DIF F, one can show, by the same techniques used in in the proof of Theorem 
1.2.1, that every map f E Q can be extended smoothly to the entire space X. 
Thus, one writes f = jly for some Frolicher smooth j E F(X), and hence 
Q c F(X)ly c F(Y). o 
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Definition A FW subcomplex (Y, E(Y)) of a FW complex (X, E(X)) is a 
FW complex such that Y is a Frolicher subspace of X, E(Y) C E(X) and 
<I> ~ = <I>; for every cell e in Y. 
Every k-skeleton of a FW complex is a FW subcomplex. 
The following lemmas can be proved exactly as in case of DW complexes. 
Lemma 2.2.10 If X is a FW complex, and e is any cell in X, then e zs 
contained in a finite FW subcomplex. 
Lemma 2.2.11 If X is a FW complex and if Y and Z are FW subcom-
plexes, then Y n Z and Y U Z are FW subcomplexes of x. 
Since for each kEN, d-functions on Dk are the same as F-functions, and 
since cells for either DW complexes or FW complexes are diffeomorphic im-
ages of open balls, one might wonder whether every DW complex is an un-
derlying space of some FW complex and vice versa every FW complex has a 
DW complex as an underlying topological space. If the latter is so, then the 
underlying topological space of a FW complex is a CW complex. 
Theorem 2.2.1 If (X, F) is a DW complex, with cells {e : e E E} and 
characteristic maps {<I>e : e E E}, and is the image of some Frolicher space 
(X, F, C) under the forgetful functor U : FR£ --+ T),IFF, then the Frolicher 
space (X, F,C), under the same cell decomposition and with the same char-
acteristic maps, is a FW complex. 
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Proof. Let e be a cell in X, let <I>~ = <I>e be the characteristic map of 
e, when e is viewed as a cell of the differential space (X, F), and let <I>~ 
be the characteristic map of the cell e, when e is viewed as a cell of the 
Frolicher space (X, .1', C). By hypothesis, <I>~ = <I>~ =" <I>e. Suppose that 
dim e = k. Since (X, F) and (X, .1', C) have the same topology, it follows 
that <I>~(Dk) = e = <I>~(Dk). But (X,.1') is a DW complex, therefore e is 
contained in a finite union of cells of dimension::; k. Thus, (3f) holds. 
Let .1'(e) be the differential structure of the closed cell e. Then .1'(e) is the 
family of functions f : e -t IR such that f 0 <I>e is a structure function for 
the usual differential structure .1'd ( Dk(e)) of Dk(e), where k( e) is the dimen-
sion of e. Since Corollary 2.2.1 says that for every Dn the d-smooth maps 
and the F-smooth maps coincide, and since quotients in .1'n.c are the same 
as quotients in 1JI.1'.1', it follows that the Frolicher structure induced by 
UeEE<I>e : UeEE(Dk(e),.1'(Dk(e)),C(Dk(e))) -t X on X is the pair (.1',[.1'), 
where [F = C . Thus, axiom (4f) is satisfied. 
Now, let us examine axiom (2f). Since by Boman's theorem [10], d-smooth 
maps and F-smooth maps are the same on smooth manifolds without bound-
ary, it follows that intDk, kEN, as a submanifold of IRk, has, as a differential 
space, the same structure functions that it has as a Frolicher space. For the 
purpose of making our notation simpler and clearer, we put 
intDk = jY. 
So if (bk, .1'd ( b k)) is the differential subspace induced by the inclusion b k -t 
(1Rk,.1'(lRk)) and (bk,.1'F(bk,C(bk)) is the Frolicher subspace induced by 
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the inclusion jjk -7 (JR. k, F(JR.k) , C(JR. k)), then Fd(jjk) = FF(jjk). Because 
of this equality, we will use the notation F( jjk) to denote both Fd (jjk) 
and FF (jjk). Denote by F( e) the differential structure induced on e by the 
inclusion e -7 (e,F(e)). Since <I>elDk : (jjk,F(jjk)) -7 (e,F(e)) is a diffeo-
morphism, it follows that <I>eIDk: (jjk,F(jjk),C(jjk)) -7 (e,F(e),fF(e)) is 
a diffeomorphism of Frolicher spaces. But the Frolicher structure induced 
on e by the inclusion e -7 (e,F(e), fF(e)) is the structure generated by the 
set F(e)le. By Lemma 2.2.5, F(e)le c F(e) c FF(e), where (FF(e),CF(e)) 
is the F-structure induced on e by the inclusion e -7 (e, F(e), fF(e)). But 
(F(e), fF(e)) is a Frolicher structure whose F(e) is the smallest set of func-
tions containing F(e) Ie. Therefore, 
and 
Hence, the Frolicher structure on jjk induced by the inclusion 
is diffeomorphic to the Frolicher structure on e, induced by the inclusion 
e -7 (e, F(e), f F(e)). Therefore, (2f) holds, and the proof is thence complete. 
D 
It is known that, given a Frolicher space (X, F, C), the pair (X, F), that 
one gets under the forgetful functor U : FR£ -7 'DIFF, is a differential 
space. Now, suppose that the Frolicher space (X,F,C) is a FW complex. It 
would be interesting to show whether the differential space (X, F) is a DW 
complex. In fact, it is so. We prove this result in the next theorem. 
Theorem 2.2.2 Let (X, F, C) be a FW complex, with E as the collection 
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of cells and cI> = {cI>e : e E E} the collection of characteristic maps. Then the 
differential space (X, F) is a DW complex under the same cell decomposition 
E and with the same characteristic maps. 
Proof. It is obvious that (ld) is satisfied. Let kEN. Let FF(Dk) be 
the set of functions for the Frolicher structure induced by the inclusion 
Dk -t (lR\ F(lRk), C(lRk)), and let Fd(Dk) be the differential structure in-
duced by the inclusion Dk -t (lRk,F(lRk)). By Corollary 2.2.1, we know that 
FF(Dk) = Fd(Dk). Let k(e) denote the dimension of the cell e E E. Since 
UeEEDk(e) has, as a coproduct in FR£, the same functions that it has as a 
coproduct in VIFF, and since quotients in FR£ are the same as quotients 
in VIFF, it follows that 
defines the same quotient structure in FR£ as in VIFF. Thus, axiom (4d) 
is satisfied. Axiom (3d) is also satisfied since (3f) holds. 
Now, let us show that (2d) holds. Let e be a k-cell of the FW complex 
(X, F, C) and cI>e be its characteristic map. We need to show that the interior 
Ok of Dk has as a differential space the same functions that it has as a 
Frolicher space. This property is met simply because of the fact that Ok 
is a smooth manifold without boundary. Now call F d ( e) the differential 
structure induced on e by the inclusion e -t (e,F(e)) and call (FF(e),C(e)) 
the Frolicher structure induced on e by the inclusion e -t (e,FF(e),C(e)). 
By Lemma 2.2.5, Fd(e) C FF(e). Since (X,F,C) is a FW complex 
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is a diffeomorphism of Frolicher spaces. It follows that 
is a diffeomorphism of differential spaces. On another hand, as F d ( bk ) 
FF(b k ), it follows from Theorem 2.2.1 that 
is a diffeomorphism. Thus, Fd(e) = FF(e), and hence (2d) is met. 0 
From Theorems 2.2.1 and 2.2.2, we have 
Theorem 2.2.3 The Frolicher space (X, F, C) has the structure of a FW 
complex if and only if the differential space (X, F) has the structure of a DW 
complex. 
Since every FW :::omplex is a DW complex, one has 
Corollary 2.2.2 If X is a FW complex and e is a k-cell in X} then 
e = e, 
where e = <I> e (Dk) and e denotes the closure of e with respect to the topology 
induced by the structure functions. 
It is also possible to view a FW complex as a space built up from a collection 
of closed balls, equipped with their Frolicher structures as subspaces of real 
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euclidean Frolicher spaces, by forming, as for CW complexes and DW com-
plexes, appropriate quotient spaces. The fact that quotients in FR£ are the 
same as quotients in 'DIFF gives us (almost) for free, so to speak, many 
nice properties pertaining to DW complexes. But first, we need to adapt the 
machinery used in building up a DW complex from its cells to the present 
situation. 
Definition Let U = {Ui : i E I} be an open covering of a Frolicher space 
X. Then a Frolicher smooth partition or simply a smooth partition of unity 
subordinate to U is a collection {fJ Lo of F-smooth maps fJ : X ~ [0,1] 
such that: 
(i) There is a locally finite open refinement {Vj j E J} of U such that 
supp(fj) C Vj for all j E J, 
(ii) 2: j fJ(x) = 1 for each x E X. 
Now, let A be a subspace of a Frolicher space X. Then, A is said to have 
the global extension property if every F-smooth map f : A ~ IR can be 
extended to some F-smooth map J : X ~ lR. Unlike closed subspaces of 
a differential space with smooth partitions of unity, no proof has been yet 
found to ascertain whether closed subspaces of a Frolicher space have the 
global extension property. Since the global extension property is so essential 
in adjoining cells, we define a handy Frolicher space to be a Frolicher space 
X satisfying the following points: 
(1) every open covering of X has a smooth partition of unity. 
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(2) Every closed subspace of X has the global extension property. 
Definition Let X be a handy Frolicher space, and let f : A -1 Y be a 
smooth map carrying a non-empty closed subspace A of X into a Frolicher 
space Y. The adjunction space X Uj Y of X and Y determined by f is the 
quotient space obtained from the coproduct X U Y by identifying each set 
for all y E Y , to a point. 
By Boman's theorem [10], we know that, given a sphere Sk-l, it has, as a 
differential subspace of IRk the same structure functions it has as a Frolicher 
subspace of IRk. Because the closed ball Dk has the same structure functions 
for both differential subspace structure and Frolicher subspace structure in-
herited as a subspace of IRk, and because quotients in FR£ and TJIFF are 
the same, and finally because every real-valued smooth function on Sk can 
be extended to some real-valued smooth function on Dk, one has 
Theorem 2.2.4 Let Y be a Hausdorff Frolicher space and let f : Sk-l -1 Y 
be a smooth map. lfC is the structure on the adjunction DkUj,FY determined 
by the quotient map 1/ : Dk U Y -1 Dk IJ j ,F Y) then every subset U of Dk U j,F Y 
such thal 1/-1 (G') is open in Dk U Y is open in the topology of C. Thus the 
topology on Dk U j,F Y is the quotient topology determined by 1/. 
Proof. This is a particular case of Theorem 2.1.3. o 
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One more thing t hat we would like to say on this alternative way of describing 
FW complexes is that proofs of Lemma 2.1.6, Lemma 2.l.7 and Theorem 
2.1.4 can be carried over word for word, except that one will have to replace 
"differential space" by "Frolicher space" wherever it appears. 
After showing that the underlying topological space of a DW complex is a 
CW complex, one wonders whether cellular homology of DW complexes can 
be developed in parallel with that of CW complexes. Unfortunately we don 't 
have time to expound on this topic . 
Finally a few words can be said about singular homology theory of differential 
spaces. An exposition of homology theory of topological spaces can be found 
in Rotman [18], Jr in almost any other standard textbook on introduction to 
algebraic topology. 
Definition The differential standard n-simplex in IRn+l IS the differential 
subspace 
~n = {(XI,X2, ... ,xn+d E IRn+1 : each Xi:::: 0 and LXi = I}; 
If {eo, . .. , en} is the set of vertices of ~ n, then the i-th face is the differential 
subspace 
{p E ~n: p = toeo + ... + ti-lei-l + ti+lei+1 + ... + tnen 
with to + ... + ti-l + ti+l + ... + tn = 1 and each ti :::: O}. 
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Definition Let X be a differential space . A differential singular n-simplex , 
or a differential n-simplex , or simply an n-simplex , is a smooth map (J : 
~ n -7 X, where ~ n is the differential standard n-simplex . 
Thus a differential O-simplex is just a point in X, and a differential I-simplex 
is a curve in X, called a path in X. 
Definition Let X be a differential space. The free abelian group generated 
by the differential n-simplices of X is denoted Sn(X) and called the differ-
ential singular chain group of X. The elements of Sn(X) are called n-chains 
of X. 
Definition Let X be a differential space. The boundary homomorphism of 
order n is the map On : Sn(X) -7 Sn-I (X) such that 
n 
On(J = 2:.) -i)i(JEr, for all (J E Sn(X) 
i=O 
where Ei : ~n-I -7 ~n is an affine map taking ~n-I onto Fi(~n), the i-th 
face of ~n. 
The map Ei is called the i-th face map and sends vertices {eo, ... , en-I} 
of ~n-I to verti ces {eo, ... ,ei, ... ,en} of ~n such that to every point p = 
(to, ... ,tn- l ), one assigns 
E~ : (to , .. · ,tn-d I---t (0, to, ... , tn-I)' 
( The hat ' means "omitted".) Since affine maps are smooth, it follows that 
on(J is indeed an (n - 1 )-chain; we call on(J the boundary of (J. 
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The collection of chain groups Sn(X), of a differential space X, and boundary 
homomorphisms an can be organized into the sequence 
8 88 
. . . ---+ Sn(X) ~ Sn-l(X) ---+ . . . ---+ Sl(X) ~ So(X) ~ 0; (2.4) 
and one shows as for topological spaces that OnOn+l = 0, that is boundaries 
have no boundaries. So, for each n ~ 0, Keron :::) Imon +l. The sequence (2.4) 
is called a chain complex of X; we will denote it by S.(X) . If f : X ---+ Y 
is a map of differential spaces and 0" is a singular n-simplex in X, then the 
composite f#(O") = f 0 0" is an n-simplex in Y. This correspondence in turn 
defines a homomorphism 
for each n. 
Lemma 2.2.12 If f : X ---+ Y is a smooth map, then one has an infinite 
commutative diagram 
... - S~(X) ~ S~_l (X) -'" 
! f# 1 f# 
.. . ---+ S~(Y) ~ S~_l (Y) ---+ ... 
Corollary 2.2.3 Let A be a subspace of a differential space X. Then the 
inclusion map i : A ---+ X induces a monomorphism i# : S~(A) ---+ S~(X) for 
each n ~ O. 
Proof. Define i# : S~(A) ---+ S~(X) by setting i#(O") = i 0 0" and extending 
by linearity to the whole of S~(A) . Clearly if 0", Tare n-simplices in A, then 
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i# (0") = i#( T) implies that 0" = T. Thus i# is a monomorphism on simplices 
and, as S~(A) is the free group generated by simplices, on S~(A). 
Definition For each n ~ 0, the quotient group Keron/lmon+1 is called the 
n-dimensional homology group of X and is denoted Hn(X) . We will write 
Zn(X) and Bn(X) for Keron and Imon respectively; the elements of Zn(X) 
are called n-cycles, and those of Bn(X) n-boundaries. 
We will now check whether the dimension and homotopy aXIOms hold in 
the category of differential spaces. First, let X be a differential space. For 
x, y EX , we say xRy if there is a smooth map 0" : [0, 1] ~ X such that 
0"(0) = x and 0"( l) = y. It is routine to check that R is indeed an equivalence 
relation. The smooth map 0" is called a path in X from x to y; the equivalence 
classes of this relation are called path components of X. Finally, the space 
X is said to be path connected if for every x, y EX , there is a path in X 
from x to y . 
Theorem 2.2.5 (Dimension axiom). If X is a one-point differential space, 
then Hn(X) = 0 for all n > O. 
Proof. The proof is the same as for a one-point topological space. 0 
We list the following results without proof, since they can be derived as in 
the context of topological spaces: 
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(i) If X is a space and {X,x : >. E A} are the path components of X, then for 
every n 
Hn(X) ~ L Hn(X,x) 
,x 
(Note that if (g,x) E 2:,x Hn(X,x) then g,x = 0 for all but finitely many>..) 
(ii) If X is a nonempty path connected space, then Ho(X) = Z. Moreover , 
if xo, Xl EX, then Xo = Xl (xo: equivalence class of xo) is a generator of 
Ho(X). 
Our next aim has been to show that the homotopy axiom in homology theory 
of topological spaces holds in this setting as well. The technique in Rotman 
[18] can almost be applied verbatim to prove that if f, 9 : X ~ Yare 
differentially homotopic then Hn(J) = Hn(g), for all n ~ O. But, first let us 
define what we mean by differentially homotopic maps. 
Definition Let 1= [0, 1] have the differential subspace structure inherited as 
a subspace of lR. Two smooth maps f, 9 : X ~ Y of differential spaces are 
said to be differentially homotopic if there is a smooth map F : X x I ~ Y 
such that 
F ( x,D) = f ( X ) an d F ( x, 1) = 9 ( x ) 
for all x EX. Such a map F is called a homotopy. 
For a pair of maps f, 9 : X ~ Y the notation f ::: 9 will signify that maps 
f and 9 are differentially homotopic. Intuitively speaking, f ::: 9 if and only 
if f can be "smoothly transformed" into g. The relation::: is an equivalence 
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relation on H omd(X, Y), where H omd(X, Y) is the collection of all smooth 
maps from X into Y. 
Theorem 2.2.6 If X is a convex differential subspace of euclidean differ-
ential space, then 
for n 2': 1. 
Proof. Let 0' : .~n --+ X be an n-simplex and b be an arbitrary point in X. 
Define an (n + 1 )-simplex (b.O') : 6. n+1 --+ X such that 
{ 
b (b.O')(to, t l ,··· ,tn+d = 
a(to)b + (1 - a(to))O'( l~\o"" , :~~~) 
for to = 1 
for t =J- 1 
where a : [0,1] --+ [0,1] is a smooth map, in the sense of differential spaces, 
defined by 
a(t) = { ~ for 1 - E ::; t ::; 1 with E > 0 
for t = 0 
One readily sees, with E > 0 suitably small, that b.O' is well defined and 
smooth, thus an (n + I)-simplex in X. 
As in [18], define cn(O') : S~(X) --+ S~+I (X) by setting cn(O') 
extending by linearity. To show that 
b.O' and 
the technique in [18] applies word for word, and leads to the conclusion that 
Zn(X) = Bn(X), hence Hn(X) = 0 for all n > O. 
Our version of the homotopy axiom reads: 
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Theorem 2.2.7 (Homotopy axiom) If f, g X ---+ Yare differentially 
homotopic, then 
for all n 2 o. 
Let A be a subspace of a differential space X, and let i : A ---+ X denote 
the inclusion map. Since i# : S~(A) ---+ S~(X) is a monomorphism, one can 
consider S~(A) to be a subgroup of S~(X). The quotient group S~(X)/ S~(A), 
denoted by S~(X, A), is called the group of relative differential n-chains (mod 
A) or group of differential n-chains of the pair (X, A). The homomrphism 
- d d . 
an : Sn(X, A) ---+ Sn-l (X, A), given by 
where an is the coundary operator S~(X) ---+ S~_l (X), is called the boundary 
operator for relative homology. 
Definition The group of relative differential n-cycles mod A is 
Z~(X, A) = {a E S~(X, A)I ana = O}. 
The group of relative differential n-boundaries mod A is 
There are some difficulties with the developement here , but we had no time 
to consider them. 
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